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READ THIS. (ITS VERY IMPORTANT)
OVER THE NEXT FEW WEEKS 
WARNER BROS. ARE 
RE-RELEASING THE WHOLE 
CHEECH & CHONG CATALOGUE, 
INCLUDING THIS ONEl«^f«“ 
AND ALL THOSE ONES ON 
THE FLOOR.

CHEECH & CHONG 
BlgBambu

Includes Sister Mary Elephant /The Bust 
Ralph And Heftte/The Continuing

Adventures of Pedro De Pacas And Man r----------- ...

OUR COUNTRY NEEDS THESE RECORDS!
THIS HAS BEEN
A WEA COMMUNITY SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT.

Peter Frampton is a nice guy. He is most 
courteous and patient. He is very pretty, short 
and slight He dresses cutely in modestly cut 
jeans, sweat shirt and bright little sneakers His 
much commented-upon hair is tidy and well- 
styled, He really is a Nice Guy.

The question then, with phenomena such as 
Frampton, is just how deeply beneath the 
epidermis one can pry. I mean, is there more to 
this man than a Kolynos smile and ever so ap
pealing British accent? Is the tan real anyway? 
And mightn't he just fade away if the going got 
rough?

But this boy is oo ethereal fly-by-night. Yet 
another of the second-time-around crowd, 
Frampton first hit the stage in the mid sixties 
with what he now calls a Teeny-bopper’ band, 
The Herd. In ’68 while still in his teens, Framp
ton was named the Face of the Year, a fate that 
his 78 posters could almost impose upon him 
yet again.

After The Herd Frampton formed Humble Pie 
with Steve Marriott only to quit on the eve of the 
Big Break in the U.S. He did session work with a 
few notables {George Harrison on All Things 
Must Pass and Harry Nilsson on Son of 
Schmilsson) and recorded his first solo album. 
Its commercial failure left Frampton looking for 
an alternative He went on the road

"I love touring. I always have done. If I sold a 
million albums a week for the rest of my life I 
would still want to tour. If you don't you stag
nate; you lose touch with the audience. That’s 
probably why the album (Frampton Comes 
Alive!) was so successful. Because I’d been on 
the road so long, and I knew what the audiences 
wanted and knew how to win over an audience 
who didn’t know me."

Frampton's build-up came with his fourth 
album. Frampton, but it wasn't until his double 
album. Frampton Comes Alive!, recorded on 
tour in 1975, that he really scored. And it was 
phenomenal. With 17 million copies sold inter
nationally and sales equivalent 1o 6 platinum re
cords in New Zealand alone (eat your heart out, 
Split Enz), Comes Alive! became the biggest 
selling live album in history. And Peter Framp
ton became a superstar of the highest order.

In 1976 Frampton was named Rock Personal
ity of the Year in the U.S. Rock Music Awards. 
While the Rolling Stone critics chose Paul 
McCartney as the best of that year, their readers 
opted for Frampton and his live album. The fol
lowing year Record World dubbed him Top Solo 
Artist and Top Male vocalist. Accolades and 
awards fell in bundles upon his head while 
Frampton sat stunned with the enormity of his 
success.

Alongside all the while was Frampton's long
time friend and his manager of eight year now. 
Dee Anthony whose stable also includes Al di 
Meola and Gary Wright. Considering the almost 
traditional conflict between artist and adminis
trator in the rock n' roll biz. does Frampton find 
this closeness an advantage or a liability? "It's 
not necessary that my manager be a friend, but 
I've known Dee for ten years We've been 
through good and bad times together. Really, all 

I want is someone who’s straight," he says. 
Then adds, perhaps drawing from past, bitter 
experience with The Herd's Jost royalties, 
"Someone who won't rip me off,"

It was primarily managerial jealousies that 
caused problems when Frampton became in
volved with filming and subsequent recording of 
Sgt Pepper's. Frampton chooses to say little on 
the matter, but his business manager for the 
tour puts much down to billing: Robert Stigwood 
pushed the Bee Gees; Dee Anthony plumped 
for Frampton. Stigwood, the producer of the 
film. won.

Critical reaction to the movie has not been 
good. Again Frampton keeps it short: “The re
views didn't bother me too much. I wasn't as 
involved in the film as I am in my music. And I 
wasn’t acting anyway." Why then did he decide 
to take it on: “At the time it seemed like a good 
idea to take advantage of the opportunity to be 
in a film. As a Beatles' fan I was honoured to be 
asked to do it."

Early next year. Frampton will begin recording 
a studio album in Los Angeles. Also in the 
pipeline are plans for another movie, but not a 
musical this time. At present his management 
are rattling around for a suitable script. Framp
ton has shown interest in remaking one of the 
screen's Golden Oldies but is unprepared to 
name titles yet.

He sounds enthusiastic when he talks about 
filming again. Almost more enthusiastic than he 
is about his forthcoming album. But it's talk of 
touring that really brings out that boyish grin 
again. He even smiles at the cameras.
Louise Chunn

Okay, relax, go crazy, run out and buy these 
Cheech & Chong records, have a laugh!
Ask anyone - these are incredibly funny records.
You gotta have them . . . all of them.
Tell people, write to your mother.
Go to a record shop and check out their funny bin. 
Go on.

Frampton at
The first outdoor show of the summer, what 

with the abortion of Thin Lizzy, due to criminal 
apathy, was not all it had been cracked up to be.

First, the classic element The Kinks might 
have provided failed to materialise, due to re
cording commitments. Personally, I think Ray 
Davies saved a lot of face with that move.

Blazing heat, relieved by the odd cool breeze. 
Dust and dirt down front, sore bums up the 
back, and a general state of discomfort patiently 
borne by most. Some things at the Springs 
never change.

For Th’ Dudes, this was Big Time and no mis
take. With only six numbers allocated, and in the 
warm-up spot at that, they couldn't afford to put 
a foot wrong.

They didn't. If there were nerves, they were 
well kept under wraps. Peter Urlich walked out 
front confidently, announced they would be play
ing their own material, and kicked the band into 
life.

Th' Dudes shone, and for me, were the high
light of the evening. Their songs are melodic, 
economical and well constructed. The rhythm 
section is tight and balanced, the guitarists trade 
licks with a professionalism that belies their 
youth, and Peter improves as a frontman with 
every performance.

No way will this band go under, and they left 
the stage with a few thousand more fans

Sadly, it was not a good day for the C.B.'s. 
They came on strong from the word go, playing 
loud and aggressive, but something was mis
sing. Mike seemed unwell, and left the singing 
chores to Geoff and Greg When his bass 
packed up, everything seemed to fall apart, and

Springs
he walked off with a plaintive thumbs-up that 
was almost defiant. Methinks Citizen Band is 
due for a well-earned rest.

Sherbet have been around too long to make 
any mistakes before crowds like this. They show 
the same polish and sense of dynamics that the 
Little River Band displayed recently, and would 
put many bigger-league acts to shame

Dazza. as always, was in great voice, and 
Hamiltonian Garth Porter was welcomed home 
by an enthusiastic audience. Everyone was on 
their feet by the end of the set, the standout of 
which was a power-packed remake of “Gimme 
Some Lovin’ May they never lack a cold tube 
on a hot day.

Sound problems that had come and gone dur
ing the support acts were never quite ironed out. 
but this didn't deter the reception given to The 
Star Of The Show.

Frampton has hit on a million-dollar formula, 
but it looks like becoming a bit of a millstone. His 
act has toured virtually without change for at 
least three years, and he doesn't seem the type 
to risk changing it now.

He writes cute, but ultimately disposable pop 
songs, prances around the stage a lot, rolls his 
eyes at the ladies, shakes his curls and gener
ally pfays The Big Star to the hilt

The crowd got what it wanted, ie: the live 
album with added visuals, and went away 
happy To me, it seemed rather contrived. Tak
ing care of business. Another day, another 40 
grand. I'll take Th' Dudes in a sweaty pub any 
day. -
Duncan Campbell
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Neil Young's never been one to take the 
conventional route when there's a less well- 
beaten track offering and his just-completed 
U.S. tour has run true to form on that score 
Throughout the show oddball characters such 
as the Jawas from Star Wars (the small hooded 
scavengers from the film) wandered onstage to 
the bewilderment of the bulk of the audience. 
On the musical front Young presented a two- 
hour show divided between an acoustic and 
electric set, the rock 'n' roti segment being per
formed with Crazy Horse . . . Other West Coast 
weirdness: Joni Mitchell recently played a con
cert in Berkley accompanied by Herbie Han
cock. During the concert La Mitchell unveiled 
some of her new compositions based on 
melodies written by jazz bassist/composer 
Charles Mingus. One of these was Mingus’ 
well-known piece "Goodbye. Pork Pie Hat" . . . 
meanwhile Elliot Roberts, manager of Joni 
Mitchell, Neil Young and Crosby, Stills and 
Nash, has added to his stable those weirdos 
from Akron, Ohio, Devo . . it's now definite. 
Grace Slick has quit Jefferson Starship To add 
to her troubles, Grace has been placed on two 
years probation for being publicly drunk while 
already on probation. She was warned by the 
court that she could be jailed if apprehended 
while publicly drunk again, furthermore she was 
ordered to attend Alcoholics Anonymous ses
sions and was not to leave California during the 
period of her probation ... I wonder if he still 
doesn't want to go to Chelsea? Elvis Costello 
who railed against This Years Girl on his last 
album has lately been seen in the company of a 
lady who's a prime candidate for just such a title 
Bebe Buell is the ex-wife of Todd Rundgren and 
companion o1 (draw deep breath) Rod Stewart, 
Jimmy Page, Keith Richard, Iggy Pop. Steven 
Tyler (of Aerosmith) and John Oates, to name 
but several. Elvis is believed to be divorcing his 
wife. Also the boy's new album is slated for re
lease early next year. It's rumoured that Elvis 
has set a tentative title of Emotional Fascism for 
the set. His record company are believed to op
pose such a title . . . due for December release is 
Todd Rundgren's new solo album the follow up 
to his most successful album in years, Hermit of 
Mink Hollow. The newie includes guest appear
ances from Stevie Nicks, Daryl Hall and John 
Oates and Rick Derringer Todd is also set to 
produce the second album from Britain's Tom
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Elvis Costello

Robinson Band . also going into the studios is 
early sixties rock legend Del Shannon. He's to 
be produced by Tom Petty and backing will be 
provided by Petty's Heartbreakers but perhaps 
the most interesting feature of the project is that 
the album will include a song co-written by Bob 
Seger and Bruce Springsteen . Tom Petty 
has also written the next single for Bonnie 
Tyler It s titled "Louisiana Rain" . while on 
the subject of producers Roy Thomas Baker is 
already set to produce the second Cars album 
and is currently working on a solo album with 
Ron Wood . . . Baker will also be working on the 
live album Queen are recording on their current 
US tour . also trekking round the States are 
Bruce Springsteen (his second tour of the 
States this year). Van Morrison (who's just 
completed his first tour in a number of years) 
and the Rick Danko Band which now includes 
Gary Busey, star of the movie The Buddy Holly 
Story and recently seen here in the film Big 
Wednesday . another Band member Levon 
Helm confessed to one reporter that he'd like to 
see The Band functioning as a working unit 

again but was content to “let things tall to
gether" . . . meanwhile Helm's RCO All Stars, 
which includes such luminaries as Duck Dunn 
and Steve Cropper, are preparing for a tour of 
Japan ... the latest Melody Maker Readers 
Poll either confirms how out-of-date that paper 
is, or how in touch with the masses. Their poll 
voted Genesis best band, best live act and best 
composers and arrangers, while Genesis' Phil 
Collins took the best drummer award. Yes walt
zed oft with most of the other accolades: Steve 
Howe — best guitarist, Rick Wakeman — best 
keyboard player, Chris Squire — best bass 
player and Jon Anderson — best vocalist. Thin 
Lizzy took the best album award for Live and 
Dangerous, Gerry Rafferty took Best single 
with “Baker Street" and top female singer was 
Kate Bush . . Yes, bless their benevolent mac
robiotic hearts, have agreed to donate 10 cents 
from the sale of their single "Don’t Kill the 
Whale” to Project Jonah . . . Pink Floyd are 
working on a new album which is tentatively ti
tled The Wall and set for June release a film of 
the same name. The Floyd are planning a 
British tour for next year but as most venues 
there cannot hold the band's 45 tons ot equip
ment and 45,000 watt PA, they've decided to 
take their own hall on the road. It comes in the 
form of an inflatable lent that' holds 5000 and 
takes a day to erect . . . other ambitious tour 
plans include those of Mike Oldfield who plans 
to take 72 musicians on a European tour early 
next year. The tour will promote Oldfield’S first 
double album Incantations which was recorded 
at Oldfield's home studio in Gloucestershire and 
features Oldfield playing most of the instru
ments included . . . Keith Richards, after his 
lenient sentence at the hands of the Toronto 
court, popped up a1 New York’s Bottom Line to 
play with Rockpile, the band that features both 
Nick Lowe and Dave Edmunds. Rumour hath it 
that Richards will use Rockpile as backing band 
for the concert the court ordered him to give for 
the blind. It's further rumoured that Nick Lowe 
could be producing the next Stones album . . . 
and while we're on the subject of Stones’ 
rumours — is it true that Mick Jagger and 
Robert Altman are to make a film together? . 
Alice Cooper’s new album From the Inside 
tells the story of his alcoholism in songs as writ
ten by Cooper, Bernie Taupin and guitarist Dick 
Wagner. And-he-may-be-a-drunk-but-he's- 
got-friends-in-high-places-dep1: Alice Cooper 
has also just become an honorary mem
member of the Hollywood Rotary Club ... the 
debut album by John Lydon (Johnny Rotten)'s 
band Public Image is set for December release 
in Britain. The group’s first concerts are set for 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day. When tickets 
for the two shows went on sale in London, the 
police were called in to keep order . . . The 
Motors second album Approved by The Motors 
is to be re-issued in Britain with a different 
cover. Seems the lads' ugly mugs were putting 
prospective purchasers off, so a cover less 
likely to meet consumer resistance is to be used 
instead . . new albums tor The Clash and The 
Jam have been released in Britain. Both The 
Clash’s Give 'em Enough Rope and The Jam’s 
All Mod Cons have been received with ecstatic 
reviews. The Clash are set to perform a benefit 
concert to raise funds for Sid Vicious' defence

. Boney M ever a group with an eye on the 
commercial main chance, have recorded their 
version of Harry Belafonte's 1957 hit "Mary's 
Boy Child" for pre-Xmas release ... a new 
Doors album featuring Jim Morrison is soon to 
be released. An American Prayer features sev
eral tracks from an album of poetry readings 
Morrison had recorded, to which Robbie 
Krieger, Ray Manzarek and John Densmore 
have added music. The album also includes a 
live version of The Doors' “Roadhouse Blues" 
... ex Sensational Alex Harvey Band guitarist 
Zal Clemlnson has joined British hard rockers 
Nazareth bringing their strength up to five . . . 
Dylan's next album Live at the Budokan, as 
recorded on his South Pacific tour, is believed 
completed and ready for release a live 
album is also next from Bob Marley and the 
Wallers. Title: Babylon by Bus. . . Cat Stevena 
releases Back to Earth, his first album in almost 
two years . . the newie from the Grateful 
Dead, Shakedown Street, is produced by Low
ell George . ELP deliver Love Beach. Side 
two of this, their first toally collaborative effort in 
some year is taken up by a suite "Memoirs of an
Officer and Gentleman" the nexl
Generation X LP is to be produced by lan 
Hunter a reformed Guess Who releases a 
single on ABC soon. However the group does 
not include either Randy Bachman or Burton 
Cummings . . Going into the studio soon are 
Stranglers' bassist Jean-Jacques Burnel to lay 
down a solo album . . . Eric Clapton's back-up 
singer Marcy Levy Cheap Trick to put 
down their fourth album . .. Crazy Horse to be 
produced by Neil Young and Warren Zevon 
whose album will be produced by Bruce 
Springsteen's manager and producer, Jon 
Landau . . . Consumer Warning: This is the last 
Rip It Up till February 1979. See you then . . .

After the success, both artistic and financial, 
ot last year's Nambassa Festival, an even larger 
festival is planned on the same site for the 27. 
25 and 29th o1 January 1979. Organiser. Peter 
Terry asserts that they learnt a lot from last 
year's events and that the 79 organisation "will 
be ten times better'. Furthermore he says this 
will be the last Nambassa festival for three 
years

The star musical attractions booked to appear 
over the weekend (and playing nowhere else at 
this time) are the Little River Band from Au
stralia and Split Enz. home from Britain It is also 
hoped to bring the Red Hot Peppers over from 
Australia. Local artists appearing include Gol
den Harvest. Schtung, Citizen Band. Rick 
Steele, Mahana and Living Force. In total thirty 
bands and solo acts are booked to appear, 
though a final, confirmed list of 1he additional 
artists appearing will not be available till January 
1st.

In addition to the musical presentations on the 
main stage, at least 18 other musical/threatrical 
or children s acts will be featured on Ihe main 
and the secondary stage. There will be twelve 
hours of music on each of the three days in 
three sessions — morning, afternoons and 
evenings. All the musical events will be re
corded and it’s hoped that a double album and 
film of the activities may result.

But it was more than just music that made last 
year's festival such a success. And once again 
the workshops and demonstrations, the religi
ous groups and the village market’s craft stalls 
will make their contribution

Tickets for the entire weekend will cost $16 
and admission for part ot the time at a lesser 
rate will be available at the gate.

what cabaret?

The slinky redhead from Manhattan Transfer 
who vamps around stage in a tight gown slit to 
mid-thigh certainly didn't seem to be the same 
girlish figure in faded levis. running shoes and 
yellow t-shirt who sat, knees lucked up on an 
airport couch. Laurel Masse, waiting for the 
flight back to L.A., was tired but bright and keen 
to talk.

"I think the group's going to stretch out a bit 
now. musically even more eclectic and also 
perhaps a bit more bizarre in our physical pre
sentation — less slick and show-biz. We were 
far more bizarre in the early days in New York 
but in the interests of trying to eat — gigs in 
Vegas and whatnot — we’ve toned down con
siderably. We've been a bit trapped into playing 
nightclubs which, although satisfying for the 
pocketbook, becomes very dissatisfying for the 
soul. Unfortunately we've gained a certain repu
tation for being a nostalgia act which we are not, 
never have been and God forbid ever will be.

"we have four different sets of tastes and ex
periences and we've only explored a fraction of 
what we can do. We've all wanted to stretch out; 
it's just that we’ve been working so hard to re
cover from setbacks imposed by a former man
agement. We’re only just getting to the point 
where we can afford to turn down a gig now and 
then. I suppose we could now just take it easy 
and play Vegas tor the rest of our lives but be
cause of the kind of people we are we'd perish 
of boredom."

When asked how she'd like to change her 
own role in the group, Laurel's eyes sparkle. "I’d 
like to do some avant garde jazz, perhaps, say. 
vocal interpretations of Keith Jarrett." She 
laughs. "But I'd also like to play loud electric 
guitar. For my throat I like jazz but for my body 
I'm a rocker. It's my greatest love I’d love to 
play it while, say, Allen sings."

She prefers the rock atmosphere of concerts 
to cabaret — "It's always been my fantasy to be 
on the road doing one-nighters" — and when it 
is pointed out that Manhattan Transfer's tour 
here was precisely cabaret (as against concert 
halls in ’77) she is quick to respond. "Next time it 
won't be like that. I gaurantee it. We never in
tended to be just a cabaret group.

I hope that in the future more people, espe
cially the kind who read Rip It Up, will consider 
what we do. I mean it's not exactly rock 'n' roll 
but it's not old folks' music either " Laurel Mosse 
smiles implorings. "Please don't condemn us to 
do cabaret for the rest of our live.”
Peter Thomson

ROADTORUINSOON
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TOURS
The big news of the summer rock concerts is 

that Chicago and the Doobie Brothers are con
firmed for outdoor shows in New Zealand

Chicago, the eight-man brass rock group, 
play two dates — Christchurch at QEH Park on 
January 28 and Auckland at Western Springs 
Stadium on January 31st The band are cur-^ 
rently enjoying something of a resurgence with 
their new album. Hot Streets, attracting the most 
interest since their much acclaimed debut set. 
Chicago Transit Authority. New guitarist. Don
nie Dacus replacing the late Terry Kath, seems 
to have injected some much-needed vitality into 
the line-up But such criticism have never hin
dered the constant success Chicago has en
joyed Every album (and their are twelve of 
them) has achieved platinum status making 
Chicago one of the most successful groups of 
the seventies.

The Doobie Brothers play Auckland's West
ern Springs on the 25th of January. Although 
the Doobies have yet to rival the unbroken chain 
of hit singles they racked up in 1973 and ‘74, 
they've moved onto a more sophisticated sound 
as led by ex-Steely Dan members. Mike 
McDonald and Jeff Baxter. This is the Doobie 
Brothers second visit to New Zealand.

The bad news is that Elvis Costello, instead 
of visiting Enzed. chose to play extra dates in 
Sydney on December 7 & 8. However, those 
who care to listen to gossip may be interested to 
know that visits from J.J. Cale in. late January 
and Linda Ronstadt in early February are a 
strong possibility. Also possible are dates here 
for the Eagles in March and Rod Stewart in 
late February. And it’s whispered in some quar

ters that the Stones may visit this summer
Don't forget that the Little River Band and 

Split Enz are playing exclusively at Nambassa 
Festival on the weekend 27-29 of January and 
that on the local front, Citizen Band embark on 
a Bay of Plenty summer resort tour taking in 
Rotorua. Waihi. Whangamata, Mt Maunganui, 
Whakatane. Gisborne and Napier between 2nd 
and 9th.

Chicago January 28. QE 2 Park, Christchurch. 
January 31st. Western Springs. Auckland 
Doobie Brothers January 25. Western Springs. 
Auckland.
Little River Band/Split Enz January 27-29. 
Nambassa Festival. Waihi.
Citizen Band East Coast Tour — January 2, 
Rotorua Soundshell. Jan 3. Waihi Memorial 
Hall. Jan 4, Whangamata Memorial Hall. Jan 5. 
Mt Maunganui Sports Centre. Jan 6, 
Whakatane War Memorial Centre. Jan 8, Gis
borne YMCA. Jan 9, Napier Centennial Theatre.

Cheap Trick 
Heaven Tonight

There's still time to enter the CBS Cheap 
Trick competition. All you have to do is name the 
four members of the Epic recording band. 
Cheap Trick and tell us about the cheapest trick 
you know

The two cheapest trickers will win a Cheap 
Trick T-shirt. A Cheap Trick cap and a copy of 
their new album Heaven Tonight.

Post your entries to Rip It Up Cheap Trick 
Competition by 6th of January 1979.

IOSO IEXCHANGE I
436 Queens St. Phone 797-899

BUY SWAP SELL 
LPs AND CASSETTES 

TOP CASH PRICES OFFERED

High Quality ferric ozicLe cassette

Dindy 
Super 

C90 
minutes

C6O-S1-5S 
c 90 $1*85

ndaynwy 
raw
syoar .
IrepJ acenent

We’re only a little company so w? Ve 
only gvt à Mie ad. EOT, weVe ^ot 
a BIG turner of cassettes so ww
can offer you BioSavingn, That’s 
typically w-hearted us.
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The Canadian Justice Ministry intends to ap
peal against the light sentence given to Rolling 
Stone Keith Richards for possession of heroin. 
The one year's probation, together with an order 
to give a benefit concert for the blind, was con
sidered too lenient by many Canadians who 
flooded the Attorney General's office with pro
testing mail. It's understood that Richards could 
have received up to a seven-year sentence . . 
a coroner's report has ruled that Keith Moon's 
death was not suicide. They determined that 
Moon died after taking thirty-two anti-alcholism 
tablets Sid Vicious, currently out on bail 
awaiting trial, is searching for musicians to back 
him The former Sex Pistols bassist has also 
been bad-mouthing his one-time colleagues for 
the treatment meted out to him on the ill-tated 
tour which saw the breakup of the Pistols. Says 
Vicious: "I was dope sick and they done their 
best to break me They wanted me to kick while 
I was playing. It just wasn't possible ’ . . . mean
while relations between Johnny Rotten's new 
band Public Image and their record company. 
Virgin Records, are believed to be shaky at 
best. Seems that Lydon (nee Rotten) sent 
Virgin's order for tickets for the band’s debut 

, gigs back to them with a suggestion that they 
’ queue for tickets like everyone else . . its now 
, ¡confirmed Elvis Costello's third album will be 
4Jrreleased in January. Title is Armed Forces . .

Roxy Music have definitely reformed and join
ing existing members Bryan Ferry, Phil Man
zanera. Andy Mackay and Paul Thompson is 
band The Vibrators. It's believed a keyboard 

LATE player will be invited in to replace the now unav
ailable Eddie Jobson. Some rumours suggest 
that Eno is in line for the job. The Roxy Music 
reunion album is now completed and set for re
lease early next year. Thereafter a world tour 
taking in the South Pacific is planned . . . WEA 
Records in New Zealand have picked up the 
rights to the Sire label which means that the 
second Talking Heads album, More Songs 
About Buildings and Food, and The Ramones 
five album, Road To Ruin, are now assured of 
pre-Christmas release here. The debut album 
from successful Scottish band The Reziltos will 
hit the streets early in the new year . . The 
Eagles are all set to compete with Boney M in 
the Christmas single stakes. The Eagles, how
ever. have staked their fortune on a less obvi- 
busly commercial product than their com
petitors. The Eagles' single is in fact a remake of 
the old Charles Brown blues "Please Come 
Home for Christmas'" but is backed up on the flip 
side by a new Frey/Henley composition "Funky 
New Year' The B side also features the vinyl 
debut of Glenn Frey on saxophone. Both tracks 
were recorded with new bass player Tim Schmit 
and will not be featured on the group's album 
due for March or April release . . Bruce 
Springsteen is believed to be in conflict with his 
producer/manager Jon Landau as to whether 
his next release should be a studio or a live 
recording. CBS and Landau favour a live album, 
Springsteen favours going back into the studio. 
Either way Springsteen plans to record the oldie 
It's My Life" on his next studio set . Mi-sex, 

NZ band based in Sydney, seem to be making 
good progress there Now settled in. they've ac
quired a manager and a strong following. Their 
only NZ single has attracted interest there and 
the band have ordered 500 copies to be sent 
over . . Peter Asher is to produce the next 
Bonnie Raitt album . Todd Rundgren is cur
rently at work producing newies from Meatloaf 
and the Tubes . Paul McCartney has now 
left Capitol and EMI and thus a greatest hits 
package covering the years 1971-1978 is set for 
December release . UK, the super-group 
formed by tour British star musicians, has now 
lost drummer Bill Bruford and guitarist Allan 
Holdsworth. However the remaining members 
— John Wetton and Eddie Jobson — have re
placed Bruford with ex-Zappa drummer Terry 
Bozio and are currently at work on their second 
album . Bay City Roller’s singer Les McK
eown has been fired from the tartan laddies for 
his wayward activities with the ladies.

It’s ironic that for a name as well-known 
throughout New Zealand as Alastair Riddell, the 
touring he's undertaken in the past four months 
has been the most protracted live work he's 
ever done

As Alastair admits, “I've only ever been a 
television artist in this country and you can suf
fer from that. People just get sick of seeing Alas
tair Riddell popping up on television once every 
two months."

Riddell's manager Patrick Cox frames the 
problem like this: "The nature of TV is that it's an 
electronic medium, it’s untouchable. Because of 
the presentation he gave on TV. it made him just 
that little bit untouchable."

The return of Alastair Riddell is, however, a 
message that many Aucklanders apparently 
feel they’ve heard once too often. Auckland's 
cynicism towards the Alastair Riddell Band has 
meant that the band have deliberately avoided 
the city. Instead they've set about establishing 
themselves throughout the rest of New Zealand. 
A strategy that Alastair assures me has been 
remarkably successful.

The tactics are, as Riddell puts it, “to get the 
whole of New Zealand used to the idea that 
Alastair Riddell can perform live and do it well." 
Cox explains it as showing that Alastair is “flesh 
and blood"’. This approach extends beyond 
Riddell's return to the boards. It involves some
thing of an image change too. He now dresses 
onstage in jeans and tank tops, sand shoes and 
short hair.

The tour is also to promote what Alastair calls 
his debut album. A self-titled album that's due 
for imminent release. Those of you with longer 
memories may recall the Space Waltz LP that 
came in the wake of Riddell’s overnight success 
with “Out in the Streets" four years ago. But 
that's a project Riddell recalls as a "pretty 
rushed and confused affair".

"I put a lot of time into writing the songs but 
what came out was pretty disillusioning. That 
was one of the things that got me disillusioned 
about rock music that long ago." But along with 
his image change, Riddell has given up carping 
about 1he New Zealand music scene.

The new album was recorded over more than 
a year at Auckland’s Mandrill studios and in
cludes all Alastair's "solo" singles — ‘ The 
Wonder Ones", “What Good Does It Do Me", 
“Smile" and "Through Eyes of Love". “It's a 
mixed bag.’ Alastair confesses, “I wrote a lot of 
songs and that’s what it is, it's not a concept 
album. It’s a beginning, a restarting and that’s 
the way I feel about it,"

It's a tribute to Riddell’s creative energy that 
he's already written the material for the next 
album and chosen the title. But for now he's 
content to know that he's winning an audience 
and to hope that this audience also buys re
cords.
Alastair Dougal

Wanted keyboard player with creative rhythmic and 
melodic ideas tor original song band Own gear essen
tial but vaste previous experience not necessary. 
Phone Phil 370-742.
Wanted Band to share practice room Phone Phil 
370-742
For Sale Flamin Groovies "Flamingo" & "Teenage 
Head" Jessie Winchester — 1st album. Offers to PO 
Box 6841, Auckland 1
For Sale 1963 Gibson 335; Fender Pro Reverb amp; 
Jansen 640 twin amp. Phone Alan Auckland 603-320.
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within the band A shame because they were 
building up quite a following in Dunedin and they 
looked all set to tour Australia next year.

Recent Clean end of year Polytech gig mar
red by bad P A., but the band continue to go 
from strength to strength with David Kilgour 
much improved as lead guitarist. Bassist Mick 
Dawson has left the Enemy (replacement is Phil 
Judd) and is back in Dunedin to reform 
Heavenly Bodies, famous for their great Ani
mals and Kinks cover versions. Co-guitarist 
Hayden Olssen has left After Derk but they 
have replaced him with keyboards player Mur
ray Stewart to fill out their sound. The band has 
just completed a very impressive three week 
stint at the Prince of Wales, their first regular 
work for a while Cruze are going through an 
unsettled period at the moment which may re
sult in personnel changes in the new year

Disco is still popular down here, goddammit, 
and the Lion Tavern have installed a disco set-

RUMOURS
Citzen Band are leaving New Zealand The 
group which was recently voted Most Promising 
Group of 78 by the Recording Industry Associa
tion is leaving for a twelve day national tour of 
Western Samoa. CB have recently changed re
cord companies from Mandrill to CBS . . . Since 
the firing of saxist, Brett Salter, the Suburban

Reptiles have disintegrated Phil Judd, who 
played briefly with! the Reptiles, is now playing 
bass for the Enemy although a name change is 
in the the offing . . Dennis Mason (ex-Redeye) 
is playing with Rough Justice for dates in early 
79 The Rougho's have been rehearsing plenty 
of new stuff lately So has Rick Steele with 
his Hot Biscuit Band with Dave Maybee (guit). 
Mike Parker (bass) and Paul Kunac (drums). . . 
The Rockets have added ex-Chapeaux voc
alist, Al Hunter . . . Annette Morrison is no

longer with Spatz. Bruno is guesting with the 
group on sax occasionally. The band are soon 
to put down demos at Marmalade studios . , . 
Golden Harvest's single "I Need Your Love" 
has gone gold. The group's album is in the 
shops now Living Force are back after re
cording in USA and will appear at the Nam- 
bassa Festival . Berlin have a new bass 
player {Mark Two) and new guitarist (Steve 
Roach). . . Larry Morris has signed with Polyg
ram Records. His new single is "Best is Yet to 
Come" ... A big outdoor show is scheduled for 
New Year's Eve at Gisborne witn the Alastair 
Riddell Band. Rough Justice, Sphinx and three 
others . The Streets from Palm. Nth are tour
ing the North Island . seems that the guitarist 
in the latest Lion Breweries imported black US 
band couldn't play a Pablo Cruise guitar solo, so 
Ready To Roll technician George Barris played 
and our hip, funky muso mimed. I ask you . . . 
Rumours are rife that Noel Crombie is leaving 
Enz to record solo album for Jagat Siddha 
Swarup Goswami Prabhupad Records with Pit 
Hopkins producing . . . the Split Enz entered a 
Welsh studio recently to start recording their 
fourth album with Mallory Earl producing and 
Peter Woodward engineering Tentative title is 
Here We Go Again . ..
Vince Eager and L.B. Sands

DUNEDIN
Bare Wires, who recently supported Peter 

Frampton at his Christchurch concert, are split
ting up after Christmas apparently because of 
the increasingly divergent musical directions

up which may phase out live acts in the near 
future. Not encouraging for the local bands short 
of work.
George Kay and Keith Tannock.

CHRISTCHURCH
Mollett Street as a venue for rock bands is no 

more. The very Last Mollett Street was held in 
early December and the line-up included refor
mations of The Vandals and The Doomed 
amongst other old favourites. (This is written be
fore the actual last night so I don’t know a hell of 
a lot, do I?). The closure is a result of structural 
problems (and a bit of niggle with owners). Now 
that the demand for such a place is obviously 
there, organisers are looking for a suitable re
placement venue . . here's hoping . . . Flint, of 
Super Cyril fame, have had a lead change, 
Blair Allchurch from Vapour and the Trails re
places Mark Wootton.

Three Christchurch Bands are to be on the 
telly in near future. On Starzone (Dec 16) you 
will have the pleasure of viewing Bon Marche, 
Shannon and a specially formed one! So now 
you can all see what CHCH swings to, apart 
from Labour.

Negotiations are currently underway to get a 
series of open-air concerts for the coming sum
mer months. Bands to appear will include hope
fully all of what the Cave Rock is bringing into 
town. And what is the Cave Rock bringing into 
town? Expect Lip Service, Citizen Band, Alas- 
ter Riddell, Reel to Real and Th' Dudes And 
by the time you've seen all that lot it'll be 1979 
. . . Happy new year.
M. Moore

201. W. ANKER

107. MEATLOAF

DÀVIDBOWIE

COLOURS AVAILABLE p *
White, Gold, Blue, *Black (*101.103. 
108.109 only)
SIZES
Small, medium, large (S.M.L.)

103. AVERAGE WHITE BAND

108.
106. GRAHAM PARKER

IAN DURY 
IAN DP/ AND THE

109. BONEY-M

CKHEADS

Trade enquiries welcome. Clubs, groups etc. 
have your own design printed on T-Shirts 
(minimum quantity 20). Write for details.

BLAINPRINT. P.O. Box 2507, Christchurch. 220 Hills Road.
NAME

ADDRESS ........................................................................................................................................................

DATE

• DESIGN No. SIZE (S.M.L.) STYLE (A B C ) COLOUR. 2ND COLOUR QUANTITY Please add 504 for 
postage & packing 
for each garment 
and allow 
21 days for delivery. ।

______

OLDIES OLDIES OLDIES
* 1000s of original rock’n’roll and pop 45s from the 50s and 60s.
*100s of original LPs from the rock’n’roll era and rare and interest
ing LPs from the 60s.

*For regular FREE lists and newsletters, write to New 
Zealand’s largest mail order vintage record dealers.

Echo Records
EO. Box 1206, Christchurch

Elvis— Cliff— Beatles— Stones— Johnny & the Hurricanes— Everlys— 
Pretty Things—Yardbirds— Jerry Lee Lewis— Bill Haley—Them etc.

No serious record collector of pop music can afford to give us a miss!

rescendo
Recording Studio Umi

* EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT IN EVERY 
ASPECT OF STUDIO FACILITIES.
* NO OVERTIME CHARGES 
RECORDING 24 HOURS.
* LARGE STUDIO, GOOD ATMOSPHERE. 
COFFEE & REST AREA.
* EASY ACCESS TO STUDIO FOR GEAR 
JUST BACK RIGHT UP TO THE DOOR.

OPEN

8 TRACK RECORDING 
AT $15 AN HOUR !

* GRAND PIANO, DRUMS, AMPS & SPEAKERS 
ALL PERMANENTLY IN STUDIO.
* RHODES, HAMMOND, YAMAHA STRINGS Etc. 
AT REASONABLE HIRE RATES.

THRU’ ' 
DEC-JAN
LIAI IDAY available'by arrangement 

I * run BY MUSICIANS,

PERIOD

* REHEARSAL TIME OF RECORDING MATERIAL

FOR A SUPERIOR PRODUCT YOU CAN AFFORD

44 ffliromar Ave, PO Boh I5I38, Miramar, Wellington. 
Ph Derek or Suzi 882 222 (studio) or 879 529 (residence)
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A RECORD OF IT.-A WEEK OF ITTEAM.HSD 1077 You really missed your chance there. Don't worry Ron. That one didn't touch the sides, plus lots more hilarity.

LION HEART- KATE BUSH. EMA 787
Includes Symphony in Blue, Wow, and Hammer Horror.

IT’S A LONG WAY THERE (GREATEST 
HITS)-LITTLE RIVER BAND EMA328 
with great hits including. It's a long way 
there, Happy Anniversary, Home on 
Monday and Reminiscing.

BARRY MANILOW GREATEST HITS- 
BARRY MANILOW A2L8601
all his greatest hits. This One s for You. 
Copacabana, and I write the Songs 
are just some of them on this fabulous 
album.

COMMODORES GREATEST HITS - 
COMMODORES STML6180 
Features the hits like Brick House. 
Just to be close to You, and Three 
Times a Lady and many more,
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David. Bowie Interview
Noahs is the concrete paragon of Christ

church hotels. Flashy and luxurious, it was the 
obvious bunk for Bowie and his forty strong en
tourage on their two date tour of New Zea
land It was rumoured that each member of the 
band had his own particular road manager. One 
of the many. Daryl Sambell, Bowie's Au
stralasian publicist, had meticulously arranged 
press sessions for Tuesday afternoon, the day 
before the concert at Q E 2

It was a stinking hot afternoon, the hottest this 
year, when Sambell ushered the first group of 
journalists into a room on the seventh floor to 
meet Bowie. He looked remarkably fresh de
spite the heat and his early flight from Australia 
and he was in good humour throughout the en
tire conversation fluently answering the varied 
questions that were levelled at him.

As far as I was concerned enough had been 
written about his Ziggy Stardust period so I was 
chiefly interested in his musical development 
since then, but as it turned out some of his 
comments on those Ziggy days were more than 
revealing

Was his role playing in the past a genuine part 
of his character or merely media manipulation?

Each one was ostensibly a character but I 
drew on experiences available to me, some 
within me and some within people I knew, so it is 
very hard to pinpoint where the characters came 
from."

This answer struck me as too vague and eva
sive. so I asked him if he felt that his past Ziggy 
characterisation seemed ridiculous in retros
pect

No Ziggy was a pretty well defined, formida
ble and believable character and as such still 
stands as representative of that period. I often 
look back and realise that my characters were 
very much contemporary with the time they 
were in. Often the characters for me summed up 
the attitudes of what I felt came out of that year, 
and I used to go into interviews as the charac
ters an awful lot so if you link up the characters 
with the quotes it all makes sense."

The conversation drifted onto Pin Ups. Bowie 
as the fan, days when he felt he needed "a brea
thing space" as he had just completed portray
ing two similar characters (Ziggy and Aladdin 
Sane) and he had decided to end the Spiders. 
Yet this breathing space proved insufficient as 
in 1975-6 he cracked under the strain of his 
complex characterisations:

"1975 was a very bad period of my life. I was 
in the midst of writing this very strange creature 
that I don't fully understand, the Thin White 
Duke, and on top of that all the other characters 
kept crashing in So it was a rotten period."

Bowie hit the wrong side of thirty last month 
and he now considers himself to be too old to be 
writing for the young generation, but did he ever 
write with a particular generation in mind?

Ziggy was aimed at a generation, aimed at 
young people at that time. He seemed to be 
pretty much what I thought rock was becoming. 
It was like Young Americans that was my ap
proach to that. 1 don't think I work in futurist 
terms. I work in very contemporary terms and 
what I thought was not only happening to me but 
to the younger generation in America at the time 
was this thing called disco, this very white soul 
music that was being danced to more than lis
tened to. i was drawn to it in an inquisitive way."

Young Americans can be seen as Bowie's 
last example of writing with a particular genera

tion in mind, as from Station to Station on his 
music became increasingly more personalised 
and consequently more introverted. His starring 
film The Man Who Fell to Earth was the transit
ory bridge between his quirky disco and Low 
phases, so what happened to his all important 
soundtrack of the film?

"I didn’t want to get involved in the music for it 
as I really want to separate my acting career 
very dramatically from my music. I don’t want a 
film of mine to appeal because the album is sel
ling Roeg and I talked about a soundtrack but 
we never got round 1o it for that reason."

Even though a soundtrack was never planned 
you can be forgiven for believing that Low, the 
second side anyway, was a belated attempt at 
capturing the atmosphere of Roeg's film. But 
according to Bowie it had nothing to do with the 
film in any direct way:

"Low was made up of a lot of experiences 
from having travelled through Eastern Europe 
and I had a great interest in the ethnic groups 
from those areas, especially Poland. So “Wars
zawa" is a plan ot the emotive quality ol that 
country, especially the mountains. I wanted to 
encapsulate a mountain folk song feel, and not 
speaking Polish I put phonetics in instead which 
felt like Polish."

I ventured that both Low and Heroes were 
obviously non-role playing more personal al
bums. Bowie agreed:

“I think they have to be by virtue of the fact 
that they are written from more of an emo
tional drive even though they are devised in a 
very clinical and methodical fashion. The input 
is from an emotional area rather than from a 
more constructive almost journalistic expres
sion."

Low was an album of dramatic changes even 
for the then Thomas Jerome Newton. Phonetic 
noises, unusual snare drum treatment in the 
production, devocalization and stark pessimism 
were a few of the features that marked it as 
radically different from anything he had ever re
corded I was interested in finding out just how 
calculated these changes were or whether they 
were spontaneous studio discoveries.

I knew what was going to come out was 
going to be radically different from what I’d done 
before. It was my first move back to Europe and 
my mind was just starting to settle back to some 
rational place. And working with Brian I knew 
we'd produce something exciting But there was 
no real concept other than that I wanted to put 
my impressions down of bang back in Europe ”

On his last two studio albums Bowie has quite 
deliberately strayed from rock 'n' roll, drawing 
his influences from environmental sources 
rather than from back references to music" 
which he found “very stifling" Has he given up 
on rock?

“I've never really liked rock n' roll that much. 
I’ve often found it very exciting, it didn’t really 
add anything to my life, but I saw the great po
tential of it as a new art form. Hopefully I've 
expanded from rock to encompass a lot more of 
the writing styles ot the twentieth century.”

Eno has obviously been an important reason 
for Bowie s musical transition, but D B. disag
reed:

"Not musically so much as a conceptualist. I 
love finding new people and then trying to emp
loy their ideas. I'm very eclectic in that fashion 
Brian I'd known for a number of years and it 
wasn't until a couple of years ago that we had 

the chance to work together.”
Bowie also denied that he was musically in

fluenced by Kraftwerk. He admitted he was ex
cited by what they were doing conceptually and 
he was quite impressed by the early seventies 
German avant garde rock, in particular Edgar 
Froese's solo work. This eclecticism, almost by 
definition rules Bowie out as an innovator but he 
described himself as "a conceptualist but a 
generalist in modern terms" when I confronted 
him with my reasoning. He prefers the title of 
generalist (his philosophy of doing anything ar
tistically he wants to do) and he laughed "don't

nail me down as a conceptualist — that's too 
heavy a burden 1or a small built lad like me.”

With two albums of New Music completed 
when is the third instalment of the LowIHeroes 
trilogy du^?

“About¡April. I've started work on it with Brian 
and I’ve bone twenty-two tracks so far and 1 
want to do some more in order to have plenty to 
call from.'

Also contrary to rumour Bowie is definitely 
staying with RCA and his relationship with the 
company seems to be secure He was quite 
adamant on this point and there's certainly no 
reason to doubt his assertion.

The conversation turned from his studio 
music to his present live performance and 
someone asked him why he was still touring.

"It provides me with an income which will last 
me for the next couple of years and I can put 
that money into projects which I may want to do 
in that time. I don’t sell a great amount of re
cords so I have to exist on something. I enjoy 
performing but I wouldn't if I had to do it I can do 
something for maybe a week or so then I start 
getting bored.”

With so many character and musical changes 
over the years he must surely have had difficul

ties in blending his live musical styles especially 
when each style had its own particular 
character(s):

"Yeah I was in a sort of a quandary on how to 
fit some of the new material into the show. It 
finally occurred to me that the only way to enjoy 
the old songs was to forget about the theatrical 
associations and I just tried to re-listen to them 
as songs without the character. But 1 do lapse 
into character at times."

So the theatrical aspects of his stage act have 
become less important:

"Yes the theatrical aspect has lessened itself 
over the years. But I like to create an environ
ment on stage, and because of the nature of the 
music at the moment the present environment 
has to be stark and void. It gives a feeling of 
depth."

The word was that Brian Eno was possibly 
going to tour this part of the world with him but 
as it turned out Eno was engaged in a cyberne
tics thesis. He has, Bowie explained, the ability 
"to work on something for hours and hours and 
hours and the finished product will be remarka
ble." This is in direct contrast to Bowie's own 
method of working which is more spontaneous 
and less time consuming; he dislikes spending 
prolonged periods in the studio.

Bowie described his present touring band as 
"absolutely splendid, superb" and I would cer
tainly concur with that view after his Wednesday 
night concert. His line-up is exactly the same as 
the one that made Stage one of the best live 
albums of the seventies, certainly the best dou
ble live album ever. But why wasn’t Robert 
Fripp, who was present on Heroes, filling the bill 
as lead guitarist on the current tour?

Bowie pondered for a minute thinking of a 
humorous reply: “Robert is still working on his 
master plan for developing himself as a small, 
very mobile and highly intelligent unit. That’s his 
lifestyle '' Hilarity all round.

In case you haven't noticed Bowie's lead 
guitarist is one comparatively unknown Adrian 
Belew (pronounced, bellow, “I call him blue" 
quipped a cheerful D B.) so where did he dis
cover such an amazing musician?

"I saw him on a tour with Frank Zappa and I 
was most impressed with him. Eventually we 
got to meet in a restaurant and I asked him to 
tour with me when he had finished working with 
Zappa."

Earlier this year Bowie completed a starring 
role in David Hemming's Just a Gigolo whom he 
found to be great to work with:

“A very funny man with an awful lot of sen
sitivity. One of the few directors who draws and 
plans every shot before it’s shot.”

It appears that in the future Bowie will devote 
an increasing amount of time to acting He has 
been dissatisfied with the scripts he has re
ceived so far for his film on the life of expres
sionist painter Egon Schiele, but he admits to 
having "a very personalized view as to what he 
is all about, and I want to see a script that 
matches my view." After a few more roles he 
expressed a desire to take up directing.

Whatever he turns his hand to in the future it 
is sure to be at least a step ahead of what 
everyone else expected him to do. During the 
interview the picture emerged of a man with the 
natural facility to be successful in painting, act
ing or music for as long as he likes. And still 
keep us guessing.

The concert the following night easily lived up 
to all expectations. According to certain music 
people the promoters needed to draw 15,000 to 
break even, and on my shaky estimation they 
just made it.

Larry Morris and the Angels (there are some 
familiar faces in that line-up) ably wiled away the 
early hours of the night. Very tight and profes
sional they only lost marks when they concluded 
with, yup you guessed it, "Rocky Mountain 
Way".

Light was fading when Bowie appeared. He 
was attired in a glossy green two piece jump 
suit, girls, and only Sean Mayes on the piano in 
polka dot pants presented any visual competi
tion. The concert was divided into two parts: the 
first mainly devoted to his New Music and the 
second part mainly to his Ziggy and Station to 
Station material. This surprised me as I ex
pected him to warm the audience up with his old 
more widely known favourites but instead he 
swept into “Warszawa".

The white cold world created by his grid light
ing system and his massive sound arrangement 
were used to maximum effect, but you can’t help 
feeling that Bowie would still be impressive 
tucked away in a little club singing "Space Od
dity” accompanied only by a battered acoustic 
guitar. The real power of the show came from 
him. He seldom spoke between songs prefer
ring to remain aloof engendering that highly con
temporary mystique that has resulted in his uni
que charisma. His music said it all. and there 
are few. if any. acts who can deal with the emo
tional diversity inherent in his music and pull it 
together toturn on the perfect, coherent concert.

His band was stunning. Belew especially, he 
made everything look so easy, but the climax of 
the night was "Station to Station" when Roger 
Powell on synthesiser managed singlehandedly 
to sound like Waterloo Station at rush hour. Two 
encores, the first was "TVC 15" and then 
"Rebel. Rebel” before which Bowie warned us 
of the perils of the National Front — “if you join 
them you’re nowhere That's no way to be a 
rebel. ”

Criticisms? I had none, who do you think I am. 
Tony Parsons?
George Kay
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15 ST KEVINS ARCADE, KARANGAHAPE RD. AUCKLAND 1.

Ace FivA A Side
Time For Another 

Jen Akkennan Tabernakel 
Allman Brothers Beginnings

Eat A Peach
Filmore East

Association Live
Atlanta Rhythm Section Back Up Against the Wall 
Audience Lunch

House On The Hilt 
Andromeda Andromeda 
Amon Duul Phallus Dei

Disaster
Baby Huay Story
Badflnger Magic Christian
John Baldry Hootchie Cootchie Men

It Ain’t Easy
Everything Slops For Tea 

Band Music From The Big Pink 
Peter Banks Solo Album 
Syd Barrett Madcap Laughs 
Beach Bays Friends

Party (live)
Smiley Smile
Suri's Up
Carl 4 the Passions/Pet Sounds

Beatles Early Beatles (USA)
Hard Day's Night (USA)
Magical Mystery Tour

Sgt. Pepper’s (picture vinyl) 
Jeff Beck Beck-Ola

Group
Beck. Bogart 4 Appice 

Cliff Bonnett & the Rebel Routers Got to Get You
San Francisco Dues

Chuck Berry St Louis to Liverpool 
You Can Never Tell 
Juke Box Hits 
London Sessions

J.D. Blackloot The Ultimate Prophecy 
Songs of Crazy Horse

Blue Cheer Vincebus Eruptum
Outside Inside
Original Human being

Blue Oyster Cult Tyranny & Mutation 
Box Tope Super Hits 
Brinsley Schwartz First

Despite It All .
Arthur Brown Crazy World 
Jack Brute Harmony Row

Songs For A Tailor 
How's Tricks

Eric Burden (Animals) Winds Of Change 
Love Is

Eric Burden (War) Declares War 
Roy Buchanan First album

Second album
Byrds Mr Tamborine Man

Notorious Byrd Brothers 
John Cale Vintage Violence 
Canned Heat First

Going Up the Country
Hallelujah
Canned Heat
Hooker ’n’ Heat

Capt. Beefheart Trout Mask Replica 
Safe As Milk 
Mirror Man 
Spotlight Kid 
Clear Spot 
Unconditionally Guaranteed

Caravan Land Of Grey & Pink
New Symphoma

Chamber Broa New Time — New Day 
Time Has Come

Chicken Shack Imagination Lady 
Michael Chapman Milstone Grit

Deal Gone Down 
Cheech & Chong Wedding Album 
Eddie Cochran On the Air 
Eric Clapton Rainbow Concert

E.C. Was Here
Dave Clark 5 Coast to Coast 
Cold Blood Sisyphus

Thriller
Climax Blues Band First album
Colosseum Live
Crazy Horse At Crooked Lake
Papa John Creach Filthy

Rock Father 
Cream Fresh Cream

Disraeli Gears
Wheels Of Fire
Goodbye 
Live

Curved Air Second album
Desmond Dekksr Power Reggae
Delaney & Bonnie Live
Donovan What's Bin Did 
Doors Doors

Strange Days
Waiting for the Sun 

Dr John Gris Gris
Remedies

Dr's ot Madness Fragments of ¡mancipation 
Dylan First

Time's They Are A Changin' 
Self-Portrait

Earthquake Live
Eaat Of Eden Mercator Projected
Eaaybeats Vigil

Friday On My Mind 
£« Egg 
Eno Warm Jets

Tiger Mountain
Another Green World 
Music From Movies 

John Entwistle Mad-Dog 
Family Entertainment

Bandstand 
Fearless 
Old Songs New Songs 
Best Of .

Fancy Something to Remember
Chrla Farlow Out Of
Mathew Fla her I'll be There 
Wild Man Flacher An Evening With

Fleetwood Mac First
Mr Wonderful
English Rose

Flo A Eddie Phlorescent Leech A Eddie
Dan Fogelberg Souvenirs

Captured Angel
David Forman First

Dana Gllleaple Box Of Surprises
Grand Funk Railroad On Time

American Band (USA gold vinyl)
Grapefruit Around

Alotta' Mileage
Grateful Dead Live Dead

Europe 72
Peter Green End Of The Game
Grin First

All Out
Groundhogs Blues Obituary
Guess Who Sown & Grown In Canada

Down Under
Peter Hammill Chameleon In The Shadow

Fool's Mate
Steve Harley (Cockney Rebel) Face to Face
Roy Harper Lifemask
Harper's Bizarre Secret Life
Richie Havana Mixed Bag

Stonehenge
Herd Herd
Hollies Hollies (1st album)

Would You Believe
For Certaian Because
Evolution
Butterfly
Sing Hollies
Confessions Of The Mind

Buddy Holly The Early Buddy Holly
Hot Tuna First Pull Up
Human Inetlnct Burning Up The Years

Stoned Guitar
Janis Ian Seasons Of Your Mind
Idea Of March Vechile
Impreaalona Best Of
Incredible String Band 1st album

5000 Spirits
Hangman's Beautiful Daughter 
The Big Huge
U
I Looked Up

Iron Butterfly Ball
Live
Metamorphosis

Jay & the Americans Capture the Moment
Jefferson Airplane Takes Off

Surrealistic Pillow
After Bathing At Baxter's
Volunteers

Billy Joel Cold Spring Harbour
Elton John From My Songbook
Janis Joplin Big Brother (1st album)

In Concert
Janis (movie soundtrack)

Eric Ksz If You’re Lonely
King Crimson Complete collection (11 albums all 
UK)
Kingdoms Come (Arthur Brown) 1st album

Journey
Kinks Anthology

Kinda-Kin ks 
Kontr oversy 
Something Else 
Arthur
Lola Versus Powerman
Preservation Act 1

Al Kooper Kooper Session (with Shuggie Otis) 
Live Adventures (with Mike Bloomfield)

Leo Kottke Mudlark
Ice Water

Lamb Gloss Between
Denny Lane Ahh . . Lane!
John Lennon Some Time In New York City
Jon Lord Windows
Love Out There

False Start
Love Sculpture Forms & Feeling
Lonnie Mack Whatever's Right
Magna Carta Seasons

Birds Of Fire
Ta) Mahal Giant Step
Mahavlshnu Orchestra Live — Between Nothing
ness
Harvey Mandel The Snake
Manfred Mann Mighty Quinn
Phil Manzanera Diamond Head
Mark Almond 1st album

73
Best Of

Music Machine (Johnny Almond) Hollywood Blues
John Mayall Raw Blues

The Blues Alone
Diary of a Band Vol 1 ■
Diary of a Band Vol 2
Diary of a Band (double album)
The Turning Point 
USA Union 
Memories
Back To The Roots
World Ot
Best Of (double)

Mighty Baby Mighty Baby
Steve Miller Band Children Of Future,'Sailor (dou
ble)

Number 5
Recall the Beginning

Moody Blues Go Now (USA)
Mothers/Zappa Absolutely Free

Only In It For The Money
Uncle Meat
Burnt Weeny Sandwich
Fillmore East
The of the Mothers

Mott the Hoople Mad Shadows
Wild Life

Mountain Flowers Of Evil
Nantucket Sleighride

Move Looking On
Split Ends

Nylon Over The Influence

National Lampoon Lemmings
Rick Nelson Rick Sings Nelson (Stone Canyon 
Band)

Country
Neon Philharmonic 2nd album
Mike Neamlth Magnetic South (1st Nat Band) 

Loose Salute
Standard Ranch Stash

New Rider* Ot The Purple Sage 1 st album
Phil Ochs In Concert
Lee Oskar Solo Album (War)
P.F.M. Photos Ol Ghosts

World Became The World
Gram Parsons Grevious Angel
Pearls Before Swine Balaklava 

Use Ol Ashes
Pentangle tst album

Sweet Child 
Basket of Light

Shawn Phillipa Contribution
Collaboration

Wilaon Picket Midnight Mover
Planxty Cold Blow 4 Rainy Night
Poco 1st album
Alan Price Set Price to Play
Pretty Things 1st album 

Get The Picture 
SF. Sorroe/Parachute 
Freeway Madness

Quicksilver 1st album
Quintessence'1st album
Rare Earth In Concert
Lou Rawls Feelin Good
Otis Redding History
Lou Reed 1st Solo
Terry Reid 1st Solo 

Seed Of Memory
Renassance 1st album
Righteous Brothers You’ve Lost That Lovin Feel
ing
Rolling Stones England's Newest Hitmakers! 

Unstoppable 
12 x 5
Satanic Majesties 
Hot Rocks 64-71 
Jamming With Edward

Mick Ronson Slaughter on 10th Avenue
Rotary Connection Peace
Todd Rundgren Runt

Ballad Of Todd Rundgren
Savoy Brown A Step Further 

Raw Sienna 
Looking in 
Street Corner Talking

Seatrain Watch
Bob Seger System Montrel (US)

Back tn '72 
Seven

Skin Alley Two Quid Deal
Bessie Smith Empty Bed Blues
Snafu 1st album
Phoebe Snow Against the Grain
Soft Machine 3rd

4
Solution Divergence
Sopwlth Camel Miraculous Hump
Space Farm Space Farm (Hi Harvey)
Space Waltz Space Waltz (4 Al)
Spirit Clear Spirit 

Feedback
12 Dreams ot Dr Sardonrcus

Split Enz Mental Notes
My Mistake (12" single UK)

Spring Spring
Staple Singers Use What You Got
Status Quo Picturesque Matchstickable 
Al Stewart Love Chronicles 

Zero She Flies 
Orange 
Modern Times

Strawba Brave New World (UK)
Strawberry Alarm Clock Wake Up — It's Tomorrow
String Driven Thing 1st album
Sunstroke — (Jerry Lee Lewis & Carl Perkins) 
Surf arts Hot City '64

FOLK BLUES

Theodore Bikel Folksinger's Choice -
David Blue 23 Days in September
Judy Collins Maid of Constant Sorrow 

In My Life
Exuma Snake

Do Wah Nanny
John Fahey After the Ball
Mimi & Richard Farina Celebrations for a Grey Day 
Stephan Grossman Aunt Molly's Murray Farm

Gramercy Park Sheik 
Live

Cisco Houston Songs of Woody Guthrie

It is possible that you may be after a record or records that is/are not 
featured on this page. If so, please fill in the form and we will endeavour 
to obtain them for you.

ARTIST TITLE PRICE RANGE

• .

NAME .......................................................................................
ADDRESS ................................................................................
......................................... PHONE .......................................
POST TO: RECORD EXCHANGE, 15 ST KEVINS ARCADE, KARANGAHAPE Ri AUCK 1.

Bert Jansch It Don't Bother Me 
Rosemary Lane 
Box of Live

Limeliters London Concert
Fred Neil 1st album
Phil Ochs In Concert
Pete Seeger Bitter 4 the Sweet 

Greatest Hits
Patrick Sky Patrick Sky

Anthology of the Blues
The Blues Project (urban compilation) 
Butterfield Blues Band Keep On Moving 
Cat Iron Cat Iron
Albert Collins Love Can Be Found Anywhere 
James Cotton Band Pure Cotton
Arthur Crudup Crudup's Mood
John Dummer Band 1st album
Buddy Guy Left My Blues In San Francisco 

This Is Buddy Guy
Llghtnin' Hopkins compilation 
Mississippi John Hurt Immortal 
Willie Hutch Concert In Blues 
Skip James
Curtis Jones Resident In Europe 
Guitar Junior Broke and Hungry 
Albert King Love Joy
B.B. King Live In Cook County Jail 
Freddy King Larger Than Life

Getting Ready 
Burglar 
Texas Cannonball

Koerner, Ray & Glover Return Of 
Alexis Korner I Wonder Who

Alexis Korner
Taj Mahal Giant Step/De Ole Folks
Charles Musselwhite Tennessee Woman
Shuggie Otis Here Comes
Memphis Slim 4 Willie Dixon Village Gale 
Bessie Smith Empty Bed Blues 
Mama Thornton Stronger Than Dirt 
Geno Washington Ram Jam Band 
Muddy Waters Muddy Brass 4 the Blues 
Jimmy Witherspoon Blues Singer 
Howlin’ Wolf Big City Blues

ITEMS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST

Taste: 1st album
On the boards

Temptations: Sold rock
Them: World ot

Backtracking
Thin Lizzy: Night life
Richard & Linda Thompson: Hokey pokey 
Tonten Macoute: Tonten Macoute
Traffic: 1 st album

2nd album 
Mr Fantasy 
Last exit 

Joe Turner: Best of 
Leroy Van Dyke: Walk on by 
Vangelis: Apocalypse des animaux 
Vinegar Joe: Rock 'n roil gypsies 
London Wainright III: Album II

Album III
War: 1st album

- Deliver the word
Why can't we be friends 
Platinum jazz

Waves: Waves
White Witch: White witch
Who: A quick one

Who/hendrix 2 
Who/hendrix 3 

Paul Williams: Someday man 
Al Wilson: Show S tell 
Edgar Winter: Entrance 
Edgar Winter: Roadwork 
Johnny Winter: 1st album

Live
Stevie Wonder: Signed, sealed 4 delivered 
Yardbirds: 5 live yardbirds

2nd album 
Yardbirds: Rave-up 
Youngbloods: 1st album 
Zombies: Odessey 4 oracle 

World ot
ZZ Top: Tres hombres
Compilations: Concert for bangla desh 

Woodstock
Some Stiffs (Coloured Vinyl) 
Mickey Jupp: Juppanese 
Lene Lovich: Stateless 
Penetration: Moving targets 
Rachel Sweet: Fool around 
Devo: Are we not me
Tom Petty: You're gonna get it
Flamin’ Groovies: 1st album

Shake some action
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big a hit in the States a* it was In Aucklart

Adrian Belew carefully measures out a 
generous tip for the waitress, and then insists on 
paying for the breakfast out of his own pocket

Over the past few days, room numbers have 
been bellowed across bars and dinner tables at 
Noah's Hotel like it's a housie marathon The 
Bowie guitarist could probably charge this one 
to about seven different people without raising 
an eyebrow, but he wants to pay for it himself.

That night at QEII Park, Belew will play guitar 
like a man who not only would have charged his 
meal, but who would have driven a car through 
the room at the end for good measure And then 
set fire to it.

But for now. it's breakfast. Eggs over easy, 
which the kitchen doesn't begin to understand, 
wheat toast, coffee, and a little cassette recor
der whirring away in the centre of the table.

So what was the process whereby Belew 
moved from Frank Zappa to David Bowie?

"Robert Fripp saw me with Frank in London 
and called David, who was looking for a new 
guitarist. Then Brian Eno saw me in Germany 
with Frank, and he also called David. Brian was 
probably more instrumental. So we went out to 
dinner — and that was that I knew Frank was 
taking a few months off to put together the 
movie we made too. but I didn’t know it was 
going to last this long "

Belew has now done a couple of albums with 
Bowie — "and possibly a film”

After Japan he's not sure what Bowie has 
planned, but Belew does have a solo album 
coming, which he has already begun.

"It’s what I was looking to do before Frank got 
hold of me. I ve done about a month’s work on 
the record so far. It won't be just guitar music. I 
like music with a light side to it lyrically, and the 
intent will be to make you laugh "

Is the humour thing a carry-on from working 
with Zappa?

"Yes. some of it is very inspired by Frank, like 
the idea of taking real serious hard-to-do music 
and then putting fun into it."

How much did Belew know about Bowie be
fore he was asked to join the band?

"In the band I had before Frank — 
Sweetheart, who were real good but who didn't 
make any records — we did "Rebel Rebel". 
"Young Americans" and "Stay". I was pretty 
familiar with certain periods, although I wasn’t 
interested in Ziggy When I started. RCA sent 
me a bunch of tapes, and I learned them all off 
before we went into rehearsal for two weeks in 
Dallas."

What Bowie songs does Belew particularly 
enjoy playing?

OBSERVATION No. 1.
Consider this: "Blue Lady" could be as

THEIR MOST POPULAR SONGS 
“Son of Sam", “I’m A Texan" (the ri 

necks like this one) and "Boys in Brazil”.

AMERICANS
To Hello Sailor all Americans are "sepa 

— an Australian slang term for septic tank 
¡Americans, on the other hand, general 
don’t know anything about New Zealand.

OBSERVATION No. 2
In the right light Dave McArtney looks Ik 

Willy DeVille.

"I’d say my four favourites would be 
"Heroes", “Stay". "Beauty And The Beast", and 
"Station To Station". “Stay" and "Station To 
Station" are guitar-orientated of course, but I 
enjoyed them as pieces of music the first time I 
heard them Heroes is my favourite album. I 
enjoy the strength of it — in the way he sings "

The afternoon before. Bowie had been fairly 
vague about the forthcoming album. Twenty two 
tracks had been done, and it should be out 
around April, he said Belew is similarily vague, 
but he does offer some insights.

“It's impossible for me to say what the new 
material is like As we left them, they had no 
lyrics, no singing Each one was different, but 
they hadn’t taken on any form. They had me go 
in and just play Sometimes I didn't know the 
chord sequence, sometimes not even the key. It 
was a very unique way of recording I felt it put 
me at a loss, though maybe it did capture the 
best I could do ”

Bowie's band ("I think they're absolutely 
splendid" says Bowie at the press conference) 
confirm at the concert that they deserve to be 
one of the very highest-paid units currently 
working in rock. Belew is clearly more than 
happy to be a part of it.

"I admire them all. It’s a really great band. En
tirely positive "

And playing with Carlos Alomar?
We basically let our own styles prevail He’s 

very well versed in moving chords around and 
colouring things different ways. His rhythm
guitar work is fantastic "

As to his own style. Belew apologises in ad
vance for a few "very obvious’’ things he will do 
at the concert. But in big auditoriums, he says, 
you've got to do things for the guy in the verys 
back row He much prefers smaller theatres.

“I want to stretch what I can do as much as 
possible with what I have I think I’ve come 
pretty close to doing all the things on the re
cords."

And then some
Belew lives in IHnois, and he's happy to be 

away from New York and Los Angeles. He’s not 
sure how long he will be with Bowie, but he 
obviously wouldn't mind being retained — even 
though he orginally only expected to tour 
Europe and the States.

It doesn't look as though the solo album will 
relate too strongly to his Bowie role, but anyone 
who has been picked up by both Bowie and 
Frank Zappa clearly has to be watched very 
carefully indeed
Roy Colbert

HELLO SAILOR
Graham "Beef” Brazier, Harry “Hubcap” 

¡Lyon, Dave “Hood" McArtney, Rick “Rock” 
I Ball, and Lisle “Duke" Kinney. Occupation: 
Rock band.

THEIR BEST CONCERT 
i “Sunday, November 12. 1994, Hello Sailor 
at the Whisky-A-Go-Go, Sunset Boulevard, 
Hollywood.)

The Whisky is one of America’s most pre- 
stigous clubs and, along with the Roxy, the 
Troubadour and the Starwood, is one of the 
most important in the Los Angeles area.

1994 is a new band only recently signed to 
A&M Records. They have a new LP, their 
first, a female lead singer who was with LA 
Jets and a new guitarist Steve Hunter, 
former guitarist for Alice Cooper and Lou 
Reed, was added to the band after the album 
was recorded. Neither the lead singer’s 
cock-teasing performance nor some particu
larly hot guitar playing save 1994 from being 
— to borrow Frank Zappa’s words — "just 
another band from LA”. Worse ... 1994 play 
heavy metal of the most predictable kind, in
cluding some riffs you feel sure you've 
heard before and others you know you've 
heard before.

Hello Sailor played two sets after a hurried 
five minute soundcheck: “Tears of Blood” 
through to the song that is still the show's 
highlight, “Son of Sam”, and including three 
new songs — "Olio”, “Naughty But Nice” 
and "Same Old Reoccurring Dream”. The 
last set earned them an encore — “White 
Light/White Heat”.

Hello Sailor are playing consistently better 
than I remember them playing in New Zea
land. But, after a week of playing to small 
audiences In small clubs, still earning next 
to no money, the Whisky was something 
special and the band played to the occasion. 

I Talent, after all, is an asset... and so is orig
inality.

THEIR HOUSE 
(8888 Hollywood Hills Rd., Laurel Cany* 
Hollywood.)

Nobody knows for sure how many peop 
. live In this house but the number is generi 
'reckoned to be around 15. At any hour y* 
can count on somebody still being up — ft 
then this is America, where restaurar* 
supermarkets, drug stores and mo« 
houses are open 24 hours.

MONEY
Nobody's making any yet — in fact, t 

band are considering taking part-time jok 
| For the record, Hello Sailor was paid $30 ft 
first time they played at the Rock Corpo» 
tlon. When they play there again on t 
cember 15 their fee is $125.

THE KNACK, THE KATS
Graham Brazier and Harry Lyon reck, 

the Knack to be the hottest unsigned Io« 
band. The Knack may well have a reca 
contract by the time you read this.

Hello Sailor has often played as supp« 
act to the Knack and also to the Kats. Bd 
bands could easily be mistaken for bei» 
English — the Knack play what is now bei» 
called "power pop" at high velocity in ft 
style of the Jam and the Who; the Kats pk 
clever pop that has similarities to Che« 
Trick, but thefr style is all their own.
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DRAGON
Dragon arrived in LA from Australia on 

November 14 to begin a five-and-a-half week 
tour as support band to Johnny Winter, 
starting in Austin, Texas. Dragon's first 
American LP, Are You Old Enough? is a com
pilation of songs from Running Free and O 
Zambezi; the band consider it “loo poppy” 
and nothing like their live sound.

HELLO SAILOR’S BIGGEST MISTAKE
The band made its biggest mistake, says 

manager David Gapes, when it first played at 
the Starwood. “It was our first gig here and 
all the record company people, all the press 
agents and the publicists ... everyone who 
is important was there. And we blew it. We 
blew it!

“We made the mistake of relying on 
somebody else’s p.a. The club’s p.a., right? 
And the sound was shitty. They went away 
thinking ‘Oh yeah ... not bad’ and because 
of that, because nobody was blown out, it’s 
taken us this long.

“We’re gradually making a name for our
selves now. People here aren't saying ‘Hello 
Sailor? What’s that?’ They're saying ‘Hey, I 
heard about you guys. You're meant to be 
pretty hot'.

“But it's taken us this long. Six months. 
And I really thought we would have been 
signed that night."
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FORTHCOMING CONCERTS
In December — 1st, 2nd with Lee Michaels 

at the Golden Bear; 8th, 9th with the Knack 
at the Troubadour; 15th, 16th at the Rock i 
Corporation; 21st to 23rd with the Knack at 

. the Starwood.

i THE FUTURE
With the growing record company interest 

in the band it is not hard to imagine that It is 
only a matter of months before Hello Sailor 
signs a lucrative record contract and begins 
recording a new album. 1

..Jeremy Templet. j

Working on the Right Moves
These are the memories
That made me a wealthy soul

Bob Seger is reminiscing: “In high school I 
had slicked back hair like a greaser and dressed 
in points, pegged pants, dark jacket. I was tall, 
underweight and shy, super shy. I happened to 
fall into a faster crowd than I'd ever been in 
before. Because I played music I was sort of a 
gimmick for those guys. I never had a car be
cause I never had any money ...

“I guess the best moment of my life up to that 
time was one night when I was 17. I was a 
senior at high school, 1962, the first time I made 
love to a girl and I was just thanking God I got 
over that hurdle. She wanted to learn and I 
wanted to learn and that's what brought us to
gether. It wasn’t any kind of heavy affection."

Years later he reworked these memories of 
adolescent passion into songs. But even before 
“Night Moves" and "Brave Strangers" Seger's 
music had often, if not so overtly, reflected his 
youth.

"Up until I was ten we were okay, middle
class. After my dad split, my brother started 
supporting the family and then we were very 
poor. I was on my own a lot." The resultant 
sense of desperation was to pervade much of 
his songwriting.

He credits his mother for bringing him up with 
a strong, conservative discipline. Seger entered 
rock & roll, not from any sense of rebellion but. 
as his comment about high school indicates, the 
desire for recognition.

As the sweat pours out your body
Like the music that you play

Seger recalls, "After high school, for the next 
four and a half years I worked six nights a week, 
five sets a night until my first record. And then 
when I made that record we started touring." He 
played strip joints and bowling alleys, grotty 
roadhouse bars and stinking gymnasiums, all 
the while building a reputation as one of 
Michigan's fiercest rockers.

Locally his records became big sellers but 
elsewhere Bob Seger remained unknown "It 
was incredible," he assures, “We had ten 
straight top 10 singles in Detroit. We were be
coming a legend up here — we weren’t making 
any money but everyone thought of us as their 
Rolling Stones. Outside of the state we just 
didn't exist." He doesn't exaggerate. Beautiful 
Loser, the album prior to the live set which 
began the breakthrough, sold 100,000 in the 
Detroit area and 80,000 in the rest of the U.S. 
combined.

It was only the intensity of this local support 
which sustained Seger during the long hard 
years, although at one stage he almost quit, 
going as far as enrolling at university in 1969.

Why then, considering that he was playing 
essentially the same kind of music for which he 
is now famous, should his popularity have re
mained so isolated for so long? As he correctly 
claims. "My sound isn't particularly regional." 
The answer is somewhat more involved.

He's always willing to be second best
Partly it was bad luck and timing On one oc

casion, just as a Detroit hit was about to be 
pushed nationally, his record company folded 
up.

There were also some dubious managerial 
decisions Seger has always been cautious in 

making business moves. As a journeyman 
musician this was probably necessary for survi
val, but refusal to allow his record companies 
the common practice of financially assisting the 
band's touring meant that live performances 
remained home-centred. Seger explains: "We 
never let anybody finance us because we’re al
ways afraid of being in debt."

Jumping from one record company to another 
(three times) didn’t help either. There was never 
much chance to build the requisite promotional 
machinery required to create national attention

However the reasons for the long delay in get
ting beyond regional fame were not solely 
extra-musical. For about four years Seger, as 
he puts it. "got blown away by guitar. I sort of 
stopped being creative and just tried to be a 
lead guitar player."

It hampered his stagecraft. His current lead 
guitarist says bluntly, "Bob's good but certainly 
not a blockbuster. He sings so much better and 
he can get out front and work an audience.” 
Seger is more succinct: "I should never have 
gone to see Eric Clapton."

Furthermore he had problems with bands, 
which would sometimes break up just as he was 
about to promote a record. Until '75 Seger's 
groups were run democratically — everyone 
decided how and what to play. This meant that 
often the leader was stuck playing guitar, unable 
to perform much of his material.

Once he finally decided to lead, Seger formed 
his Silver Bullet Band — “The first one that was 
really behind me all the way . . They're all from 
the Detroit area, ail grew up listening to my sing
les and all believed in me "

He has praised the S8B as being responsible 
for his popular breakthrough, but superb though 
it is, a band is not enough for success, it never 
is. Seger had begun turning out some of the 
very finest songs in rock.

With music, ladies and burned out 
babies
I was tryin' to write a couple of lines

Of course he had been composing good mat
erial for years. As early as 1968, with the single 
"2 plus 2 equals ?", Seger had shown Detroit 
fans what the rest of the world's rock audience 
has since come to realize: that he is one of the 
few gr3at songwriters who has something to say 
and rocks like fury. "2 plus 2 equals ?" remains 
one of the best an1i-war songs to emerge from 
America's Vietnam period.

In general however, it is the album Back in ‘72 
which marks the beginning of his most mature 
writing. The title track contains a clear-sighted 
indictment ot his generation’s shallow attitudes, 
and in “Turn the Page" and "Neon Sky" he 
created brilliant miniatures of a musician's life 
on the road. There was also the wonderful 
"Rosalie” (recently covered by Thin Lizzy.)

Seger calls Seven "The first album where I 
took charge and said it's gonna be my way from 
now on.” (The local hit single was a magnifi
cently pounding "Get out of Denver ")

On Beautiful Loser he — encouraged by old 
friend Glenn Frey — made his first attempts at 
musical diversity, but when “Katmandu" be
came another Detroit - and - nowhere - else hit 
single, it began to look as if the title track might 
be somewhat autobiographical. Moreover, al
though the album includes some beautiful 
songs it doesn't really work — the production 
and many arrangements sound unfinished.

By 1975 Bob Seger had his Silver Bullet Band 
but, as he sings, to be over 30 and still aspiring 
"You get to feelin' weary when the workday's 
done."
Deal me up another future
From some brand new deck of cards.

He didn't want to release Live Bullet, arguing 
it was technically inferior, and besides, Framp
ton and Kiss had made double-live albums 
seem campy'. Yet it was this set which was to 
start awakening the rest of the world to a per
former who could already headline concerts in 
Detroit’s 80,000-seat stadium.

To a Seger fan Live Bullet is an important 
document. Its atmosphere conveys some feel
ing of the intense hometown worship Seger re
ceived prior to his worldwide success. The re
pertoire consists largely of his biggest Detroit 
hits, and side 1 in particular contains superior 
versions of his best songs from Beautiful Loser. 
"Jody Girl'", a passionate portrait of the wasted 
potential in housewife lives, deserves special 
mention.

It was fitting that a live recording should begin 
the breakthrough for a performer who Spent 200 
nights a year on the road. The album’s platinum 
success bought him time to recoup his energies 
and examine his progress.

The results of these reflections are now world 
famous. The irony is that, after 13 years as a 
journeyman musician, Bob Seger cracked the 
international top ten with an album on which he 
had faced the possibility that he was past ¡1. 
When it was written, "Rock n' Roll Never 
Forgets” probably seemed an aging rocker’s 
stubborn attempt at self-assurance. Now it 
sounds like nothing less than a triumphant 
celebration, and the perfect complement to the 
aching sense of loss expressed in "Night 
Moves". The latter number is by now so famous 
that its title has entered the popular lexicon. De
servedly so. To this writer at least "Night 
Moves" is one of rock’s rare works of genius.

No one standing over-head
In making Stranger In Town Seger had to 

overcome the platinum paranoia’ of living up to 
Night Moves. It finally took him eight months — 
"We were in the studios probably more than the 
last five albums combined." The resulting per
formances show Seger attempting to reconcile 
the spontaneity he's always worked from with 
the calculation he can now afford. His vocal de
livery has previously been full throttle, the sound 
of a stage performer recording in a few days off 
from touring. Here hts extravagance is becom
ing modulated and his style more polished.

By now. of course. Bob Seger is far from 
being a stranger in town. His status in rock's 
community of success is such that he has re
cently begun working with Bruce Springsteen, 
co-writing songs for a Del Shannon comeback 
album (to be produced by Tom Petty).

As a writer, Seger can create brilliant rockers 
and ballads of varied tempos and on a wide 
range ot ihemes. If his music has few frills it's 
always very solid, built to last. As a performer 
he's energetic and hard-working with a magnifi
cent raspy voice. As a star he's already shown 
the strength and tenacity to last More than a 
star, he's a rock 'n' roll hero.
Peter Thomson
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RECORDS
Taking It to the Limit
Joan Armatrading 
To The Limit
A&M

On her Show Some Emotion recording. Joan 
Armatrading, native of the West Indian island St 
Kitts, summons an image that seems particu
larly suitable to he[ adopted home in South 
London. "Woncha Come on Home". is a Short 
plea for the return of a lover. An evocation of 
urban fear, the song describes its protagonist 
sitting in a fiat ot empty rooms, the lights nerv
ously kept on in each Meanwhile he or she is 
convinced.

There's a madman
Standing on the corner
And he keeps on looking
At my window
A common misunderstanding of this type of 

symooi frequent in Armatrading's work, has 
na^pered Joan Armatrading s reputation Re
ported Dy tne press as nervous and reticent, 
e^ic entiy shy on Stage Armatrading has been 
assumed an introverted singer-songwriter One 
s ed to pe"eve a song like Woncha Come 
-'O'T,e is the personal confession of nights 
spent m sleepless anxiety

: may come as a surprise that Joan Armatrad- 
ng hatly denies she has a confessional urge In 
a janety ot statements she has said that she 
A'ites no! m the first person but as a dramatist 
She places herself in the position of people she 
xnows sees imagines Close examination re
peals for instance, a surprising narrative con
tent on Show Some Emotion — one song s 
aoout committing armed robbery.

Perhaps it is true that because Armatrading s 
camatic scope has been fairly limited, primarily 
concerned with personal relationships, she has 
restricted herself To the Limit redresses the 
Palance, for both lyrically and musically this, her 
newest record, broadens her range significantly

The primary thing to applaud is the album's 
execution Wanting more bite, Armatrading and 
producer Glyn John, opted to record much of 
the material live in the studio The result is a 
marvellously relaxed feeling in the playing 
which, atl the same, contains a spirit and convic-

tion not often found in studio layering On the 
reggae Bottom to the Top the band are cohe
sive in the more jazz and blues influenced 
Barefoot and Pregnant" and Wishing' plenty 

of room is left for Armatrading ’s tone variation 
and vocal ghssandos Throughout pianist Red 
Young and sax-player Quitman Dennis add tex
tural highlights with considerable skill and taste

The musical adroitness of Armatradings 
musicians seems a logical extension of remark
ably subtle songwriting. On To the Limit 
Armatrading pursues a range of emotions from 
the spiritual optimism of Taking my Baby Up
town .

I said
A walk with God is the best

to the bitter and worldly sexual recriminations of 
You Rope You Tie Me

Don t upset, don't embarrass me baby
Don't show your body
Your body don't make it.
Although Armatrading s themes remain con

stant (love jealousy, revenge, desire) her grasp 
of them appears to have gained objective 
strength For this reason alone Joan Armatrad
ing deserves to win broader support than she 
nas already with her reputation for introversion. 
Bruce Belsham

Is This 
the Future?
Penetration
Moving Targets 
XTC '
Go 2
Virgin Records

There are some pessimists who think that the 
recent creative outburst in the English music 
scene is over and that most of the new hopes 
will soon fade away. But they are wrong on both 
counts if these two albums are anything to go 
by On the first score Moving Targets the debut 
by Penetration proves there are still some very 
impressive bands playing in English garages 
On the second count XTC have proved their 
staying power with Go 2 which is perhaps 
superior to their first Class debut album

Penetration have neatly avoided any punk 
stereotypes Certainly they are based in the 
familiar power play but they have developed a 
stark metallic quality to their sound which is 
quite distinctive Much of the credit for this must 
go to guitarist Fred Purser whose haunting 
me>odic lines put the cutting edge to the band s 
distinctive hard rock delivery

But the true star here is vocalist Pauline Mur
ray Her tone is absolutely chilling but the pas
sion is obviously present in every track The 
band uses some quite adventurously sparse ar
rangements but they almost always work be
cause she is totally convincing.

From an impressive set standouts would be 
the gorgeous power thrash. "Life's A Gamble" 
and the slower hard reggae. Too Many 
Friends

One doubt that tends to linger about art rock 
outfits is that all the experimentation may simply 
conceal the fact that the bands simply couldn’t 
give a tight performance o1 a neatly structured 
melody within a 3-4 minute format There are no 
worries on that score with XTC. Inventive and 
intelligent they are but the delivery is as solid as 
the hardest headbanger you could ask for

Andy Partridge doesn't gel his chords out of 
the same book as other rock guitarists The 
rhythms are jerky and at first unsettling. The 
melodies chop and change suddenly But this 
band really deserves listening time

Colm Moulding on bass and Terry Chambers 
on drums are an amazingly tight rhythm section.

There is nothing flabby about their execution of 
the pacier numbers in the set. Nor are Barry 
Andrews keyboards the indulgent type Atways 
witty, never rambling and cleverly underpins the 
basic structures. But it always comes back to 
Partridge with his impeccable rhythm work, the 
sly gems of lead and his stammering vocals.

The best tunes are his too. "Meccamk Danc
ing" with its jangling metallic riff, the frantic 
"Red and the hypnotic Battery Brides'. Colm 
Moulding s ’The Rhythm " is also a standout

Neither of these albums is what you might call 
easy listening. But they will amply reward re
peated playing. These bands and their like may 
not be the future of rock n" roll but they ought to 
be
Dominic Free

Liberty

Streets Are Safe Sailor’s Second Record
Billy Joel 
52nd Street
CBS

From the outset, with Captain Jack in 72. 
Billy Joel showed himself to be one of rock s 
more perceptive wordsmiths The autobiog
raphical first hit. Piano Man " ably demon
strated Joel s skill as an acerbic portraitist ft 
also established his dual person as entertainer 
and cocksure cynic who both censures and 
celebrates the bar-rooms and streethfe ot his 
background

On this, his fifth album, he's still hanging out 
in the Bronx, and many of the characterizations 
can be seen as developments from his last 
album The Stranger:

Anthony did claim to be Moving Out" of the 
city but seems to have got only "Half a Mile 
Away" Escape has become escapism, sitting 
on the sidewalk with cheap wine and a transis
tor

The ambitious juvenile of Vienna" refused to 
take that advice to "cool it oft before you burn it 
out" so the narrator rails at her excesses in "Big 
Shot '

There are more "Scenes from an Italian Re
staurant' in "Zanzibar

In writing about women Joel occasionally 
lapses into the sexist dichotomy of either wor
shipping them as man s salvation or else en
visaging masochistic destruction at the hands of 
sexual witch "Rosalinda s Eyes’ pays homage 
to the saintly ideal, while the siren (who 
nonetheless remained Always a Woman" on 
the last album) has become even deadlier, 
wielding a "Stiletto"

Often the music enhances these scenes: Big 
Shot's " thudding hangover is evoked Dy the 
pounding piano, and Stiletto s ' introduction of 

snapping fingers announces the sophisticated 
bitcti

Both tunes and arrangements continue The 
Strangers tendency towards honing the num
bers into readily identifiable — and commercial 
— musical styles "Until the Night" may be a 
tribute to Phil Spector and the Righteous 
Brothers but it s also a sitter for the 
Humperdinck/Rowles audience Big Shot" is 
uneasily close to Elton John.

Nearly all the numbers are strong and the 
album's overall standard is comparable to its 
platinum predecessor. However the peaks are 
not quite as high "Rosalinda s Eyes the 
closest in style to "Just the Way You Are", is 
hauntingly beautiful but somehow lacks the ear
lier song's instant-classic quality (and Phil 
Woods alto ) The single. My Life", is catchy 
but doesn't accost you as forcefully as "The 
Stranger" did

And there are a few failures The vocal and 
instrumental sections of "Zanzibar" don't coh
ere Honesty" is just too calculatedly schmaltzy 
— Joel hasn’t the subtlety that Rhymin' Simon 
used to make this theme work a few years ago

But as Joel sings. ‘Melodrama s SO much 
fun. especially if it helps take the album to 
Number One. as has already happened in the 
States. It seems the entertainer’s cynicism is 
more smug than bitter these days (see "My Life" 
tor example )

If his music seems to be increasingly crafted 
to take over the market once dominated by the 
likes of Elton John and Neil Diamond, at least 
Billy Joel s lyric writing continues to work similar 
turf to Bruce Springsteen. City street pop for 
suburban living rooms
Peter Thomson

Hello Sailor
Pacifica Amour
Key

If New Zealand records are labelled rarities, 
how much rarer are follow up albums in this 
country. For a variety of reasons rock acts tend 
to make debuts here then either depart to Au
stralia or stay to watch their recording careers 
wither under the stultifying glare of public indif
ference

Second records are so infrequent that it is 
very, very difficult to know what a follow up 
should do for a N Z. band. In reviewing Hello 
Sailor's Pacifica Amour. I am therefore forced to 
use expectations formed by experience of over
seas product which may be neither fair nor ap
propriate

Nevertheless follow up albums can do several 
things ideally a second bite of the recording 
cherry consolidates potential

Pundits look to follow ups to confirm hopes 
and doubts, to define impressions. At best one 
expects to hear irrelevancies pruned, talents 
sharpened. Often a follow-up involves a two 
way movement: growth and definition on the 
one hand and restriction or specialisation on the 
other.

Hello Sailor have released Pacifica Amour to 
succeed their first L P which stands as New 
Zealand's most successful ever rock record. 
Hello Sailor is an album remarkable for a diver
sity of influences. Ranging from the reggae of 
"All Around This Town" to the smooch and 
swoon of "Lying in the Sand", it is a generous 
album, a good rock album and an all-róunders 
outing at the same time.

Almost inevitably Hello Sailor have activated 
one halt of the classical follow-up process in 
reducing the eclecticism of the first record.

Pacifica Amour is much more clearly delimited. 
The sound and style is that which emerged dur
ing the last six months of concerts Sailor played 
here before moving out: the heavy pulse of East 
Coast U.S. rock and roll dominates.

However, in emphasising this stylistic aspect, 
the band have missed out on the second part of 
the process With the elimination of Latin. Pop. 
Melodic influences the immediacy of the first 
edition has all but gone. Of the new material 
only Tm a Texan" and Doctor Jazz" straight 
away distinguish themselves as did "Gutter 
Black". "Blue Lady". "All Around this Town" 
"Latin Lover" Potentially effective songs like 
"Disco's Dead" and "Boys from Brazil" never 
emerge from a sameness which masquerades 
as stylistic unity.

Here is where I may be being unfair. I have 
the nagging suspicion that Pacifica Amour has 
Deen sold short, that the move to specialise 
could easily have worked. In a country where 
audiences expect all bands to be all things, forg
ing a single unified sound is a brave move. In 
this case the failure is less that of the band than 
that of production.

The proof is that songs like Disco is Dead". 
’’Blackpool" and "Boys from Brazil" are great 
fun on stage yet simply do not capture the same 
zest on vinyl Brazier’s voice has less cut and 
most importantly the interplay of the twin guitars 
has none of the clarity displayed on Hello Sailor.

Pacifica Amour was probably intended to be 
a tougher, more hard headed, more profes
sional album than Hello Sailor Those are good 
intentions and Pacifica Amour deserves support 
because it is by no means a bad record Yet it is 
a pity that the cost of self determination had to 
be so high.
Bruce Belsham
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Thorogood Blues
George Thorogood 
and The Destroyers
Stockade

George Thorogood is a white American kid 
from Wilmington, Delaware, who's sort of a 
throwback. He plays blues. Not blues-based 
rock music, not slick urban shuffles, but stone 
blues, circa 1955, electrified country blues, like 
Elmore James and John Lee Hooker.

He first began to contemplate a music career 
after seeing John Hammond Jr in 1970, and 
there is more than a passing similarity to his 
hero, who is also an acknowledged favourite of 
Rory Gallagher

Thorogood's reputation has been spread by 
the likes of Nick Lowe. Lowe's comment was, 
"He's just one of those guys you get a feeling 
about — you think. “Yeah, he's gof it."

He's got it alright. A slurring snarl over a bitch 
of a beat, searing slide guitar, and a stomp it to 
the bricks approach that doesn't quit.

His debut album, George Thorogood and the 
Destroyers fully endorses the hearsay The 
ferocity of the opening cut, Earl Hooker's "You 
Got to Lose", will rock you in your socks.

Thorogood has mastered the whine of the 
Elmore James bottleneck style and he includes 
two of James' pieces. "Madison Blues" is done 
to a turn, the "dance" style lyrics being more 
suited to Thorogood's punky slur than James' 
tense wheeze James’ “Can’t Stop Lovin' ” is 
also rendered admirably.

The show stopper on the album is an elon
gated (eight and a half minutes) version of John 
Lee Hooker's jivey " One Bourbon. One Scotch 
and One Beer." It's maybe a mite long, but 
Thorogood's got the humour to carry it through.

His affection for fifties R&B is displayed in Bo 
Diddley's "Ride On Josephine." It's a long time 
since anyone dared work out the old "shave and 
a haircut" rhythm. To use a favourite expression 
of Diddley’s, the album's a "pumper."

To close the record. Thorogood trots out a 
slide guitar workout, "Delaware Slide”, a real 
bag of tricks showstopper

The Destroyers are a small unit, just guitar, 
bass and drums, but it's a one-man show. The 
drummer's okay and the bass player no more 
than adequate, but Thorogood doesn't need 
them. His careering energy drags along the 
other two (Jeff Smith on drums and Billy Blau, 
bass), but there is a certain bareness here and 
there on the record.

While he's an ace on electric guitar and has a 
sure touch on acoustic. Thorogood's two acous
tic numbers. Robert Johnson's "Kind Hearted 

Woman” and the traditional “John Hardy” 
(featuring Dylanish harmonica) lack authority 
Both sound prim and a little fussy, worlds away 
from the ginmill swagger of of his band songs.

He’s the hottest white bluesman since Johnny 
Winter came out of Texas, but Thorogood's de
cision to work in a relatively esoteric field may 
keep him from the wider audience

Of course, what the future holds for 
Thorogood remains to be seen He's young 
(barely 20, according to some sources, but 
there is confusion) and plays with an uncom
promising energy uncommon in any age, let 
alone the soporific seventies.

He leaves the notes ringing in the air, this boy. 
and if his rhythm section could foot It with him 
this debut album could have been as good as 
anything you ever heard. As it is. it's just short of 
brilliant, A real mutha.
Ken Williams

Steel Pulse
Handsworth Revolution
Island

Handsworth, Birmingham, is the home of 
Steel Pulse. The roots are African, the upbring
ing is, of necessity, British. Steel Pulse make 
reggae music that melds the two influences into 

something very potent indeed.
Handsworth Revolution is a milestone in 

music, since it establishes a sound that is both 
black and British. What it lacks in raw energy 
that can only come from Trenchtown, it makes 
up for in its relation to its surroundings: terraced 
homes, allotments, fish and chips, betting 
shops.

The debt that Steel Pulse owe to the Waiters 
manifests itself in lead singer David Hinds, 
whose phrasing and delivery strongly recall Mar
ley This is not criticism, since what this world 
needs is more vocalists who can emote in the 
same way as Ras Bob. Hinds can move just as 
profoundly, at his best.

But don’t go expecting another Natty Dread 
here Steel Pulse aim tor the head, rather than 
the feet. Rhythm is not neglected, but it takes 
repeated listenings to appreciate the strong 
points of this album

Lyrically, Steel Pulse recall Gil Scotl Heron 
and other musical philosophers They have a 
strong Biblical message and while their Rasta 
faith comes across strongly, they manage to 
avoid cliches adroitly.

Their melodies etch themselves on the brain 
very easily, with Hinds’ superb vocals emphasis
ing their strength Ace producer Karl Pitterson 
does his thing with inimitable style, stamping 
"Quality' all over this disc, and making it well 
worth everyone's time.
Duncan Campbell

Dire Straits 
Dire Straits
Vertigo

Formed last year by brothers Mark and David 
Knopfler. Dire Straits have since attracted con
siderable attention, particularly around London, 
for their brand of laidback confederate rock. 
When anger and aggression were drawing re
cord contracts guitarist Mark Knopfler was writ
ing J.J Cale influenced songs and playing his 
Stratocaster as if the so called new wave didn't 
exist.

On this their debut album Muff Winwood has 
been unjustly criticized for his over clean pro
duction and subdued mixing of David Knopfler's 
rhythm guitar. The album has its faults but they 
don't lie in the production, they lie instead in the 
weakness of the songs on the first side which 
can boast only the snappy "Down to the Water- 
line" and the brooding bluesy "Six Blade Knife” 
as effective tracks Side Two is a different story; 
beginning with their anthem "Sultans of Swing" 
which proves they are just that, Dire Straits led 
by Mark Knopfler's Dylanish vocals and tasteful 
restrained guitar breaks, cruise through "In the 
Gallery” reggae-style and pay homage to John 
Martyn with the smoky vocal delivery of the 
great “Wild West End". Mark Knopfler deserves 
to make it for this track alone.

With Knopfler's potential song writing ability 
and talent for wry lyrics the next Dire Straits 
album should be the realisation of the promise 
present on this debut
George Kay

Dion
Return of the Wanderer
Lifesong

Dion DiMucci is one of rock's survivors He 
has been at the top (with and without the Bel
monts). and at the bottom, has beaten heavy 
drug problems, and has beenversatileenoughto 
challenge changes in musical fashions

After forays into blues, fplk-balladeering and a 
one-off collaboration with Phil Spector, Dion's 
wheel has turned full circle. The greatest Wop 
Doo-Wopper returns to street pop. the sound of 
the city in heat.

So many early rockers still treading the 
boards are almost pathetic figures living in the 
fading glow of long ago success. Here Dion 
shows that like his artistic godson. Bruce 
Springsteen, he was born to run. The album 
includes the superb "looking back" fantasy. 
"Midtown American Main Street Gang," as 
evocative of street corner singing and subway 
echo as anything you'll hear.

He also does Tom Waits' “Heart of Saturday 
Night,” Dylan’s “Spanish Harlem Incident" and
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December Specials
STEELY DAN
GREATEST HITS

DAVID BOWIE 
STAGE 
$1>^9 $9.98

BILLY JOEL 
52ND STREET

Southern Cross Building, High St, Auck, Ph 370-317
279 Parnell Road. Ph 779-285 (Open Saturdays 9.30 to 4pm)

POPULAR IMPORTS
Nick Drake — Bryter Layter $7.99
Nick Drake — Pink Moon $7.99
Fairport Convention — What We Did On Our

$7.99Holidays
Fairport Convention — Unhalfbricking $7.99 __
Canned Heat — Cookbook (best of) $7.99 LZ
Budgie — Impeckable
Budgie — If I Were Britannia I'd Waive The __
Rules $7.99 |_
John & Beverly Martyn — __
Stormbringer $7.99  
Paul Kossoff — Backstreet Crawler $7.99 __
Garland Jeffreys — Ghost Writer 
Nina Simone — Baltimore

JAZZ IMPORTS
Miles Davis — Kind Of Blue 
Keith Jarrett — My Song 
Richard Beirach — Hubris 
Keith Jarrett — Koln Concert 
Kenny Wheeler — Derwan

IF IN AUCKLAND,

$7.99 __
$7.99 L_
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Tick the albums you require. Post to Taste Records, PO Box 6841, Auckland 1.

NZ Top 40 Album Chart
1. Grease Various Artists
2. Dire Straits Dire Straits
3. Bloody Tourists 10cc
4 War of the Worlds Various Artists
5. Bat Out of Hell Meatloaf
6. Night Ffight to Venus Boney M
7. Stage David Bowie
8 The Stranger Billy Joel
9. Kaya Bob Marley & the Wailers

10 Comes a Time Neil Young
11. Living in the USA Linda Ronstadt
12 Blondes Have More Fun Rod Stewart
13 Greatest Hits Steely Dan
14 The Story of Star Wars Soundtrack
15. Greatest Hits Commodores
16. Sgt. Peppers Frampton/Bee Gees/VA
17. A Single Man Elton John
18 Greatest Hits Little River Band
19. Let's Keep It That Way Anne Murray
20. Who Are You The Who
(Nat. Safes Chart No. 168 Decembers, 1978.)
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ROD STEWART 
BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN

DECEMBER LOCAL RELEASES
Al Stewart — Time Passages 
Weather Report — Mr Gone 
Styx — Pieces Of Eight 
Wings — Greatest Hits 
Santana — Inner Secrets 
Brand X — Masks

$7.99___Talking Heads — More Songs About
Buildings And Food
Hello Sailor — Pacifica Amour
Chicago — Hot Streets
Dire Straits — Dire Straits
Leon Redbone — Champagne Charlie
Bob Marley — Babylon By Bus

Add 50 cents for postage. Where purchas
ing more than one LP postage is tree of 
charge. Write to us for the album you re
quire.

NAME..........................................................
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21. To The Limit Joan Armatrading
22 Saturday Night Fever Bee Gees/VA
23. Songs Of New Zealand Maori Chorale
24 Wavelength Van Morrison
25. Some Giris The Rolling Stones
26. The Kick Inside Kate Bush
27. City to City Gerry Rafferty
28. Live Manhattan Transfer
29. Parallel Lines Blondie
30 The Cars The Cars
31. The Sound of Bread Bread
32. Bursting Out Live Jethro Tull
33 Silk Degrees Boz Scaggs
34. Stranger in Town Bqb Seger
35 Street Legal Bob Dylan
36. Rumours Fleetwood Mac
37 Don’t Look Back Boston
38. Live and Dangerous Thin Lizzy
39 O Zambezi Dragon
40 Luxury You Can Afford Joe Cocker

RECORDS
the Spoonful's "Do You Believe in Magic?" (I’d 
like to hear Dion tackle "Summer in the City"). 
The other songs are Dion's compositions, writ
ten with members of his seamless Streetheart 
Band (kudos to Lee Foy for his heartbreak sax
ophone). The bitter-sweet “(I Used to be a) 
Brooklyn Dodger” says it all —
I Used to be a Brooklyn Dodger
But I ain't a hitter anymore
You know I had a reputation
I loved to hear the home crowd roar

I'm happy to say The Wanderer is well and 
truly back.
Ken Williams

Santana
Inner Secrets
CBS

An old Zombies song recently proved 
Santana's first top 20 single in five years so it's 
understandable that more gems of yesteryear 
should be sought for repolishing. Here material 
from the Four Tops, Classics IV, Traffic and 
Buddy Holly is given that smooth, straightfor
ward treatment, continuing the band's aim at 
mass accessibility

Devadip's guitar is less dominant now. Those 
sustained single-note lines are still present but 
often it is Greg Walker's singing which charac
terizes the sound. (His similarity to Steve Win
wood is emphasized by the inclusion of two 
numbers Winwood has recorded.)

Production is no longer under Santana’s con
trol but in the veteran hands of Lambert & Pot
ter, a team with a reputation for making jaded or 
specialist acts sound commercial. The duo also 
contributes half the song-writing.

It seems the leader (and only original 
member) has submerged his role in the in
terests of popular success.

Yet it would be simplistic to regard Inner 
Secrets as a sell-out, The possibility of spiritual 
interplay with Mahavlshnu no longer exists and 
the Caravanserai has long since passed by. 
Santana has become a soulful, somewhat laid- 
back band seeking hits. On the strength of the 
performances here it deserves them.
Peter Thomson

Peter Tosh
Bush Doctor
Rolling Stones Records

Bush Doctor is Peter Tosh's third album since 
his departure from the Wallers and his first for 
Rolling Stones Records.

For the Stones it s a particularly good omen, 
as Bush Doctor is thoroughly excellent and rep
resents their label's first major acquisition.

Peter Tosh is quite outrageous, Rasta sophis
ticated, literate and a true roots musician and 
songwriter. He now has to be the leading con
tender for the heavyweight crown of Bob Mar
ley.

Bush Doctor, produced by Robbie Shakes
peare and Jagger/Richards as the Glimmer 
Twins, features Keith’s guitar on several cuts 
and Jagger on vocals for the single "Don't Look 
Back”, (Tosh supported the Stones on their re
cent American tour as the cover, ‘Tosh is such a 
spunk girls', testifies).

To cut it short, Bush Doctor creates just the 
right ambience — Rolling Stones association, 
Tosh in great voice, some of the best musicians 
currently playing, great songs — an unreserved 
buy.

Now if only the Stones will pick up Culture and 
Winston Rodney Rasta fari!
Roger Jarrett

Rod Stewart
Blondes Have More Fun
Warner Bros

It’s getting hard to remember but there was a 
time when Rod Stewart was an important 
songwriter. But more and more Stewart today 
has defined his territory and refuses to move

Merry Christmas 
from Chelsea Records

Come in and see our many Xmas specials while they last. Most 
of our Top Sellers and back catalogue albums are reduced from 
$7.99 to $5.99

When in Wellington visit our two shops: 

Manners Plaza Lambton Quay
MANNERS ST. OPP. CABLE CAR LANE

outside. The titles of most of the songs here 
make his stance clear — combination stud and 
hooker on “Da Ya Think I’m Sexy", "Attractive 
Female Wanted” and "Dirty Weekend" and 
heart-broken fool on "Ain't Love a Bitch", "Is 
That the Thanks I Get" and "The Best Days of 
My Life".

Yet while his taste for innovation may have 
disappeared, Stewarts melodic gifts have not 
deserted him. Many of the most lightweight 
songs here still ride along on attractive 
melodies. And there are successes: the venom
ous, Dylanesque “Is That the Thanks I Get", the 
rocking “Blondes Have More Fun" and the 
flashes of humour on "Attractive Female 
Wanted" where Rod confesses "I may not be 
Warren Beatty or Muhammed All" and that "All 
of my family think I’m gay".

But there are unforgiveable lapses too A to
tally hamfisted version of the Four Tops' “Stand
ing in the Shadows of Love" and the rowdy, 
plodding rock'n'roll of "Dirty Weekend" expose 
the deficiencies of Stewart's band.

In the end though it's inevitable that the con
stant publicity given to Stewart as the carousing 
playboy of the Western world (publicity which 
Stewart exploits in his songs and on the cover of 
this album) colours one's reaction to Blondes 
Have More Fun. But to me. what once was af
fecting now seems affected, and what once was 
natural seems to have developed into a pose 
Alastair Dougal

CASH
FOR RECORDS 

ON SATURDAYS

COOK ST. MARKET
OPEN FRI. (10-9) & SAT. (10-4) 
Selling Records? Phone 468-366
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Kate Bush
Lion heart
EMI

Kate Bush is the latest in a long line of un
usual vocal stylists (no-one has commented 
how similar her style is to that of Linda Lewis) 
and the new album shows explorations of new 
territory only hinted at in the first album, The 
Kick Inside.

Her range as a songwriter is impressive—the 
single "Hammer Horror" is a reggae as only 
Kate Bush could conceive it. and "Coffee 
Homeground’’ is a strongly Weill-Influenced 
song, inspired by meeting a taxi-driver who told 
the lady of the many and various plots on his 
life. These stand against other songs such as 
"Fullhouse” or "Symphony in Blue" which are 
lusher in style, or "Kashka from Baghdad" 
which uses a range of exotica from strumento 
da porco, mandocello, panpipes and joanna 
strumentum in its backing.

The title song, "Oh England my Lionheart" is 
Kate’s contribution to boost Britain's ego, and is 
a dramatic pastorale after "Don't Push Your 
Foot on the Heartbrake" which is quite a rocker 
on its own terms.

Probably one of the best albums of the year. 
Give it a listen.
William Dart

Chicago
Hot Streets
CBS

Would it be altogether too morbid to suggest 
that the untimely demise of guitarist Terry Kath

has injected new vigour into Chicago? Since 
their first album nearly ten years ago the group 
has slipped steadily into a middle-of-the-road 
bland-out. What once seemed innovatory be
came convention and finally cliche

No doubt Kath's death led to some re
assessment on the part of the band's other 
members. They appear to have determined to 
stick with the highly rewarding Chicago formula 
— yearning ballads, often with unspeakable 
lyrics, set in backgrounds so tight as to verge on 
the mechanical, punctuated by their signature 
horn arrangements — but here, too. is a vitality 
Chicago seems to have lacked for a long time.

To play with a new member — 
guitarist/vocalist Donnie Dacus — may also 
have provided new challenge. After all, the per
sonnel remained unvarying (percussionist 
Laudir de Oliveira joined in 1974) from the be
ginning

Dacus is a deft guitarist and seems quite cap
able of filling Kath's chair. His singing is unex
ceptional, but he manages to invest "Ain't It 
Time" with a fire that has scarcely touched 
Chicago since they re-worked Stevie 
Winwood's "I'm A Man" on their debut album.

"Alive Again", the first single from the album, 
is prophetically titled. It's the same old Chicago, 
but here they're driving, not taking a back seat. 
Ken Williams

Lou Reed — ‘Velvet Underground’ 
Patti Smith Group — 'Set Free'
Arista (12" and 45rpm singles)

These two special releases courtesy of EMI 
are designed to be turned up louder than man or 

. dog was designed to tolerate, so you can take 
full advantage of the extra textra of the sound 
due the groove having more room to, like, move. 
And that's great! One of them features Lou’s 
"Street Hassle" from his last album running all 
down one side, and when Bruce comes in for his 
bit it's like having the future of rock sitting on the 
end of your bed. The Velvets' stuff is — well if it 
were up to me to pick two tracks one of them 
would have been "Waiting For My Man" and it’s 
here in all its ultimate garage band glory. 
"Venus In Furs” is the other and who’s going to 
complain?

The Patti Smith record has "Privilege" and 
“Ask The Angels” from her second and third 
albums, a live recording of "25th Floor” which 
starts-out warm and builds into a firestorm, and 
a poem called Babelfield which sounds okay to 
me (how the hell would I know).

If these sound like your cup of meat you can 
buy 'em both in the record shops of our nation 
today.
Terence Hogan

NOW AVAILABLE IN NEW ZEALAND

ELECTRO-VOCE
MICROPHONES

PROFESSIONAL MICs

If you want the best sound 
on stage, Electro-Voice gives 
you that op- 
for all instruments 
and vocals.

PROFESSIONALS

1776 — Condenser Cardioid.
1777 — Condenser Cardioid, dual power.
671 — Dynamic Cardioid, dual Impedence.
670 — Dynamic Cardioid, dual Impedence.

Used exclusively by N.Z.'s top rock group — Citizen Band.

“Extraordinarily good in a live situation . . . very rugged, with an excel
lent guarantee." Mike Chunn, Citizen Band.

For further information contact your local musical instrument dealer or E-V's 
New Zealand Agent:

Magnetic Products Ltd.
PO Box 47-124 Ph 760-607 Auckland

Don’t Panic. Of
We’ve got the answer !

We have:
*4000 square feet full of records and cassettes.
*the largest store in Australasia.
*every album and cassette is discounted, 
from Bach to Boomtown Rats.
*The original late night trader, open 9am to 9pm, 
Monday to Friday, all year round. Beware of imitations! WE SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY

BUY $7.99 XMAS LP GIFT 
VOUCHER FOR $6.75 

(SAVE 15Z)
This voucher entitles the bearer to purchase a 

XMAS RECORD VOUCHER * for one LP (normal RRP 
$7.99) for $6.75. Save money, time and embarrassment 
by giving a voucher.

^Voucher is valid from 25.12.78

SPECIAL 
BLONDIE 

OFFER
[BLONDIE’S 
PARRALLEL

LINES LP 
PLUS 

A BLONDIE
T-SHIRT
... $9.98

SPECIAL OFFER!

A BECOBB

This voucher entitles the bearer 
to purchase this album at $6.75. 
RRP $7.99 (valid until 31.12.78)

The Record Warehouse burham St. F^h 793-819
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RECORDS
Dave Edmunds
Hot Tracks on Wax 4
Swan Song

Like the title says this is Dave Edmunds's 
fourth solo album proper and like its predeces
sors it shows how a Welshman has mastered 
:he art of producing and performing the various 
facets of fifties rock n' roll without leaving the 
confines of his Monmouthshire Rockfietd 
studios,

Nick (if it's worth listening to it s worth nicking) 
Lowe who wrote the classic "I Knew the Bride'' 
for Edmunds's last album Gef It, weighs in with 
the humorous Television” and a superfluous 
yet-another-version of "Heart of the City” identi
cal to the one on his Jesus of Cool album. 
Cheap trick, but all is forgiven on the two 
Lowe/Edmunds collaborations, "What Looks 
Best on You" a country ballad probably inspired 
by their involvement with Carlene Carter, and 
"Deborah" — full of teenage wetdream drama 
which begs to be a single. There's plenty of 
convincing Edmunds rockin' out, the best being 
guitarist Billy Bremner's “Trouble Boys" and 
Chuck Berry's "It's My Own Business" Not 
even Chuck Berry does Chuck Berry as well as 
Dave Edmunds.

Edmunds has held fast to the essence of rock 
'n' roll ever since his breakthrough single in 
1970 "I Hear You Knocking". You don’t have to 
drag our your old fifties 45’s or put up with unim
aginative album compilations of that era when 
Edmunds can deliver the whole deal with so 
much verve and dedication. Bringing you the 
spirit of the fifties today.
George Kay

r Cleansv-' 
l like magic! ' 
Includes cleaning 

h cloth and stylus 
I brush jf^

SUPERRecor

Let’s Clean Up 
The Record Business

Studio

Weather Report
Mr Gone
CBS

A friend of mine has this theory Ihat every 3 or 
4 albums Weather Report's music reaches a 
stylistic synthesis of the best ideas they’d previ
ously picked up along the drive for progress 
Thus Sweetnighter was the culmination of the 
early work and last year's Heavy Weather 
brought together the various strands of the prior 
three albums.

Accordingly Mr Gone should mark a new be
ginning. yet much of it seems familiar. The first 
track has those 'African tribal’ influences that 
stem back through "Black Market" to Nubian 
Sundance " Harmonically the album offers no
thing new. although Zawinui generally employs 
harsher voicings than las time.

There are changes though. Latinized percus
sion has been forsaken for orthodox drumkit 
(courtesy of. among others. Tony Williams. 
Shorter's old colleague from the Miles Davis 
days )

Perhaps there are a few hints of new direc
tions For example the beautiful "And Then" 
briefly utilizes guest vocalists Maurice White 
and Deniece Williams Also the album is less 
tightly organised than its predecessor, allowing 
some blowing to stretch out.

But I guess it's too early to say if Mr Gone fits 
my friend s theory — suffice that, while 
everyone should own Heavy Weather, Mr Gone 
is more an album for devotees of the contem
porary musical forecast
Peter Thomson

Rodger Fox Big Band
Time Piece
Ode Records

Time Piece is the band’s third album and best 

yet. As in the past, the scores are divided bet
ween the use of established big band charts, 
rearrangements of familiar tunes and original 
material You don't have to be a jazz fan to ap
preciate the band's live performance; with four
teen brass instruments tiffing. filling the room, 
the effect is exhilarating. However, without the 
magic of the moment to Stun the senses, the 
flaws and limitations become apparent here.

The cuts themselves veer toward MOR and 
Fox tends to overuse the full ensemble, some
times at the cost of individualism Rodger's in
fluences appear to be Ferguson, Herman, Rich 
and other white American band leaders; there's 
no trace of the Jones/Lewis and Bolan/Clarke 
bands who take a more adventurous approach 
to big band jazz

These complaints aside, there's enough here 
to encourage the band to continue. The five- 
piece rhythm section ranks with any in the land 
and the brassmen have some great soloists, 
particularly Fox himself on trombone, Colin 
Hemmingsen, tenor, and Tony Noorts. alto

The band wouldn't create any big ripples on 
the international scene but they do make a val
uable contribution to NZ music and deserve the 
public’s support.
John Dix

Elton John
A Single Man
Phonogram

Well. Reggie Dwight's first album for a wee 
while, and a rather mixed bag. As Rolling Stone 
once commented about a James Taylor album, 
if it hadn’t been by James Taylor, it wouldn't 
even cause a slight ripple in the New Records 
pool.

Elton has a new lyricist in Gary Osborne 
whose way with words is a little less intense 

than Mr Taupin, but there is still a glimmer of the 
old Taupin Americana in “Georgia". And Mad
ness" is just a little embarrassing in its catch
penny apocalyptics.

On the musical side, some of the songs dither 
a little. "Georgia" makes very little impact. 
"Song for Guy" is a trek back into "Funeral for a 
Friend” territory, and “Return to Paradise" is a 
sort of tame calypso number.

On the credit side, "I Don't Care" sounds like 
Norrie Paramor on speed but is burdened by 
sub-Hair rhetoric. “Shooting Star" has a relaxed 
jazzy feel, and "Big Dipper" is Elton's first 
overtly gay song about picking up sailors and 
eyeing big dippers .. .
William Dart

Jethro Tull
Bursting Out
Chrysalis

I suppose it was inevitable that a band as long 
established as Anderson and employees should 
feel the necessity to join the ever-growing ranks 
of artists issuing double live albums. Ever since 
Frampton's ridiculously successful Comes Alive 
the double live album has become the commer
cially accepted means of conveying a live con
cert, yet very few acts can sustain interest over 
four sides of vinyl.

Bursting Out fails even to arouse interest and 
instead accentuates the redundancy of Jethro 
Tull in the current rock scenario. At best it cap
tures Anderson’s partially successful flirtations 
with folk-rock especially in "Hunting Girl", but 
"The Whistler" should have been included as an 
example of his best foray into this idiom. Old 
chestnuts "Sweet Dream" and It's a New Day 
Yesterday" sound as good as they ever did and 
serve to remind us how original Anderson was 
before he became infatuated with concepts and 
rock music as art. The decline started on 
Aqualung, three tracks from which occupy the 
fourth side of Bursting Out and although they 
are well performed they have failed to survive as 
songs

It's about time that Anderson realised that 
creatively he has reached an impasse and that 
Tull is nothing more than an anachronistic old 
warhorse. Too old to rock and roll, sure, too 
young to retire, never.
George Kay

Frank Zappa 
Studio Tan 
Reprise

After twelve years Zappa is in danger of being 
institutionalised as rock's resident cult figure A 
familiar name to rock fans, he has however 
failed to capture their mass support. Enjoying 
brief commercial success with a more accessi
ble rock format in the early seventies, he has 
since returned to the elitist music forms (with 
influences ranging from Satie and Varese to 
Coleman and Dolphy) which his cult followers 
prefer.

Zappa has said that each of his albums forms 
part of the whole. Studio Tan supports this with 
familiar characters and musical passages pop
ping up. strengthening the esoterica of hrs 
music. You either like the man or not — anyone 
with more than four of his albums is likely to own 
the complete 23 record set; thus appreciating 
the recurring themes.

This record has arrived with no info so one 
has to guess the sidemen. Recognisable is 
ex-Mother Roy Estrada amongst others; Ruth 
Underwood is present as always while Zappa 
himself plays as impeccably as ever. The 
trademarks are all here — rising arpeggios, 
polyrhythms and intricate time signatures. 
Studio Tan won't place Zappa back in the 
superstar bracket but the converted won't be 
disappointed.
John Dix
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STUDIO BRAND

RECORD CLEANER
FROM YOUR LOCAL RECORD SHOP

Cleans and polishes records Removes static electricity

This product has been tested by the D.S.I.R. — It is effective and entirely harmless to records.

Distributed by Studio Marketing, St Lukes, Auckland 3.

FOR SALE
Gibson Les Paul Custom $1050
Gibson Les Paul Gold Top $1187
Gibson R.D. New Shape $888
Gibson ES335 Red $850
Gibson 345 TD Stereo $980
Gibson ESI 75 $850
Fender Strat. Black with Maple neck $690
Fender Precision bass, fretless $662
Fender Jazz Bass $550

D’Addario Strings 
are strobe tuned and adjusted.
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Flight 7-7
The Gluepot

It appears to me that Flight 7-7 have got 
themselves into a bit of a jam. On the one hand 
they are trying to establish themselves as an 
exciting and original band On the other they are 

CROSSING THE TRACKS
AN ALBUM OF MUSIC FROM THE

RED MOLE SHOWS

RETAIL 
$5.00

FLYERS RED ALERT-LIVE! ALAN BRUNTON BEAVER
MAIL ORDER TO FLYERS MANAGEMENT, PO BOX 1230, AUCKLAND 1.
Mail Order Price: $5.00 plus 50 cents (postage and packing).

27, 28 & 29 JANUARY 1979

Presents Australasia’s Hottest Bands

Little River Band
Direct from American Tour

Come to Nambassa, feel the energy

SPECIAL GUESTS: Barry McGuire & Candle, Satchidananda, 
Jonathon Damien and Jefferson Family from Tennessee Farm.

2 stages * Craft Village * Food * 130 Workshops, Demonstrations and 
Lectures on Crafts, Self-sufficiency, Healing and Alternative Lifestyles 
* Camping, a Beach, Creche 4 Children’s Pleyground, Security for you 
* Tickets at all agents Now! or write to Box 113, Waihi. * $13.00 If you 
buy before January 20. $16 gate sale. Children half price.

com wwn

With 30 New Zealand bands or solo acts and 18 other 
musical, theatrical or children’s presentations.

Split Enz
Home From London

reaching for the New Wave Top 40 slot Misex 
left behind.

Flight 7-7 are Jeff Adrenalin on vocals, 
Smarty on drums, Warrick Keay on bass, Bruce 
Leighton on guitar and Simon Page on 
keyboards Their set features competent covers 
of hits by Tom Robinson. Elvis Costello. The 
Stranglers. Graham Parker and Tom Petty. All 
well received by the crowd and deservedly so.

But the trouble with being a juke box is that

AUCKLAND 
Record Warehouse 
Taste (High St & Parnell) 
Rock & Roll Records 
Narnia
Colin Morris Records 
WELLINGTON
Last Resort Narnia 
Chelsea Records 
Colin Morris Records 
CHRISTCHURCH 
Narnia 
University Bookshop

IAN PRESTON NEVILLE PURVIS 

you can sound a bit lifeless. While the band 
looked like they were giving it 100% there was a 
distinct lack of punch in the performance Sheer
lux at the Windsor next day packed twice the 
wallop.

Still, as I say they were good to watch. Having 
a separate lighting and sound man (Ian Twad
dle) shows true professional standards that pay 
off Again on the positive side the original mater
ial displays promising melodies and clever ar
rangements.

So they may be in something of a fix. The 
answer is not too difficult though. Play more 
stuff you really enjoy, then kick out the jams. 
Dominic Free

Johnny and the Hookers
Island of Real

The Island of Real has its pretensions. The 
good French bread and Gouda, home-made 
gateau, an open fire even in mid November: the 
legacy of its early hopes as an intimate music 
club

Somehow Johnny and the Hookers are mis
placed amidst this cosiness and its polite audi
ence. Perhaps that accounts for the strangely 
mixed reaction the Hookers solicited with their 
brief November season at the cafe.

Principally Johnny and the Hookers are a 
pithy rock and roll act. They play three minute 

songs, discard musical ornament and emit an 
aggressive pumping rhythm descended from 
British rhythm and blues. They are at their best, 
New Zealand's Doctor Feelgood, a comparison 
aided by energetic covers of songs like the 
Feelgood's “Sneaking Suspicion ".

The fact that they are more suited to a bar
room than a coffee-house should not be taken 
as a judgement. The Hookers at the Island of 
Real wrestled with not only an unsuitable at
mosphere but a badly muffled P.A. Despite that 
the small crowd was successfully pulled to its 
feet and most were full of compliments. There 
were a few I heard complain of the sound but 
the issue was more incomprehension than in
competence.

Having lost their original drummer, the rhythm 
section is probably a little splashier than before. 
However the Hookers (Paul Andrews — vocals, 
Dave Mclean —lead guitar, Johnny Batchelor 
— rhythm guitar, Mark Page — Bass, Jeff Warr 
— drums) convey an innate feel for that kind of 
chunky R&B appropriate to early Stone’s songs. 
The band’s attention to such mid sixties classics 
means good fun, and surprisingly the steam en
gine treatment works as well for the Supremes’ 
"Where did our Love Go" and The Loving 
Spoonful’s "Summer in the City" as for the 
Stones’ “All Over Now". After all Graham Parker 
did catch Johnny and the Hookers at the Wind
sor Castle and expressed his approval. I can 
see no reason to argue with him.
Bruce Belaham

LIVE MUSIC
Rough Justice Dec 15-16 Canterbury Court concerts, 
Christchurch. Dec 20-24, Last Resort, Wellington. Dec 
27-30, Quinns Post, Lower Hutt Dec 31, Gisborne 
outdoor concert Jan 3-6, Sandown Hotel. Gisborne. 
Jan 10-13, Angus Inn, Hastings
Good Cookin' Friday to Saturday, Hotel St George. 
Wellington,
Citizen Band (East Coast Tour) Dec 30. Whan- 
gaparoa Hall. Jan 2, Rotorua Soundshell. Jan 3, Waihi 
Memorial Hall. Jan 4, Whangamata Memorial Hall. Jan 
5, Mt Maunganui Sports Centre. Jan 6 Whakatane War 
Memorial Hall. Jan 8. Gisborne YMCA. Jan 9, Napier 
Centennial Theatre. Jan 10-13, Awapuni Hotel, Pal
merston North. Jan 28. Nambassa Festival, Waihi. Feb 
1 -3, Onerahi Hotel, Whangarei.
Th’ Dudes Dec 6-9, Awapuni Hotel. Palmerston North. 
Dec 11-16. Hillcrest Tavern, Hamilton. Dec 20-23, 
Gluepot, Auckland. Dec 30. Bay Park Rock Festival, 
Tauranga. Jan 1-6, Cabana Hotei, Napier. Jan 9-13, 
Cave Rock Hotel, Christchurch.
Alastair Riddell Band Dec 14-23, Cave Rock Hotel. 
Christchurch. Dec 31. Gisborne Jan 24-28, Last Re
sort. Wellington.
Spats Dec 14, Henry VIII, Whangarei 
Golden Harvest Dec 18-23, Tainui Tavern. 
Whakatane. Dec 26-Jan 6, Palace Hotel. Rotorua 
Odyssey Dec 18-30, Hillsborough Tavern, Christ
church,
Flight 7-7 Dec 11-16, Hamilton Dec 18-23. Potter's 
Wheel. New Lynn. Dec27-30, Windsor Castle, Parnell. 
Easy Street Dec 13-16, Gluepot, Auckland. Dec 
18-23, Awapuni Hotel. Palmerston North. Dec 26-30. 
DB Te Mata Hotel. Havelock North.
The Seven (rock musical) Dec 13-16. Victoria Univer
sity Theatre, Wellington
Reel to Real Dec 13-16, Quinn's Post Upper Hutt 
Dec 26-30, Cave Rock Hotel. Christchurch. Jan 8-13, 
Rulherford Hotel, Nelson,
Lipservice Dec 11-16. Dunedin. Dec 21-25, Island ot 
Real. Auckland. Jan 1. Civic Theatre. Rotorua. Jan 2, 
War Memorial Hall, Whakatane, Jan 3. Soundshell, Mt 
Maunganui. Jan 4, Soundshetl. Waihi. Jan 7, Norm 
Watts Farm. Whangamata
Sheerlux Dec 7-9, Island of Real, Auckland. 
Berlin Dec 14-16. Island of Real.
Hard Jazz Sundays Dec 10 & 17. Island of Real 
Rockets Dec 15 & 16, Christchurch Town Hall con
certs. Dec 18-23. Hillcrest Tavern, Hamilton, Dec-26 
Jan 7, Shoreline Hotel. Dunedin. Jan 17-20, Potter's 
Wheel. New Lynn. Jan 22-27. Hillcrest Tavern, Hamil
ton Jan 29-Feb 3, Windsor Castle, Parnell. Feb 5-10, 
Cabana Hotel. Napier
Ariel Dec 21-23. Windsor Castle. Jan 1-7. Bay of 
Plenty Jan 11-13, Windsor Castle. Parnell
The Streets Dec 14-16. 21-23, 28-30 & Jan 4-6 Angus, 
Hastings, Jan 18-20, Tainui Tavern, Whakatane Jan 
25-27. Lake Tavern. Rotorua. Feb 1-3 & 5-10. Otaua 
Tavern, Waiuku.

If you are not here that’s because you did not 
let us know. For free listing write to Rip It Up, 
PO Box 5689. Auckland 1

the island of real

Live Music — Thurs, 
Fri, Sat & Sun Evenings. 

Closing from Dec 23-Feb 1.

BERLIN 
DEC 14-16
LIPSERVICE 
DEC 21-23

HARD JAZZ
SUNDAYS DEC 10 & 17

Hard Promotions Box 6537, Auckland.
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LETTERS
Do you realise that I sent in three letters last 

month and you didn't print one of them!
What is wrong with my letters? Is the vok- 

abuwleree I used substandard?
If you think I’m going to read Rip It Up again 

or write another letter, you are right. I'm going to 
keep writing until you print one.
P. Kerala ke Auckland

I was at the Island of Real Cafe on October 
27th, a part of one of the best audiences Citizen 
Band has ever played to. The band had one 
disturbing thing to say — "The Ladder Song", 
the second single from their debut LP. has (un
like its predecessor "I Feel Good”) received 
zero airplay.

■ Although I realise that New Zealand radio (not 
just Radio New Zealand) wallows in Top 40 
quagmire, recent fair exposure of focal talent 
has lead me to believe there was some hope for 
the future. CB's case proves me wrong

I can only say that if programmers had viewed 
the standing room only wildly enthusiastic crowd 
at the Island of Real, they would have seen 
clearly that CB will make it — with or without 
their help And l hope that gives them the shits. 
Another Citizen Remuera

I am ashamed to live in the same city as de
generates like Ronnie (Christchurch’s no. 1 Pis
tol fan). Why can't he listen to and appreciate 
good music. Surely, the brothers Gibb have 
furthered the cause of mental health, out here at 
the institute.
Boogie on R.T. Christchurch
P.S. Excuse the crayon, they won't let us use 
anything sharp here.

No letter thrilled the editor's heart this month 
so the monthly award has been held over until 
the February issue when the finest two letters 
will both receive $7.99 Taste Records Vou
chers.

CORNER VILLAGE 
Cnr Queen & Victoria Sts 
Ph 370-820 Auckland 1

TRACKS INCLUDE

WONDER ONES, 
EYES OF LOVE, 
WHAT GOOD DOES 
IT DO ME, 
SMILE, OH RON.Small Faces Autumn Stone

Kevin Ayers Yes We Have No Manana 
Bananamour

Iggy Pop & the Stooges Raw Power
Paul McCartney & Wings Laser Beams

Live In Copenhagen
Jeff Beck Beckelectric
Little Feat Electnf Lycanthrope
Bob Dylan Great White Wonder
Eric Clapton Smile
Todd Rundgren/Utopia Nimbus Thitherwood
Elvla Costello Amazing Kornyifore Radio Show
Freddy King Volume 3
Lord Sutch & Heavy Friends (Beck. Page.
Bonham, Hopkins)
John Lennon Roots
Janis Joplin Jams
Lou Reed Metal Machine Music
Velvet Underground V U Squeeze
John Cale Paris 1919

Vintage Violence
Rush The World's A Stage
Beach Boys Surfs Up
Bo Diddley many

We pay up to $4 
for records or cassettes.

ATTENTION GUITARISTS!

BIG CITY MUSIC 
have the largest 

range in New Zealand. 
Buy now at the old prices

BIG CITY MUSIC

Ail Ibanez 
Guitars are 

going up 25%

ALASTAIR
RIDDELL
AT LAST!
HIS FIRST SOLO ALBUM
IS OUT ON THE STREETS

ON MANDRILL MAN-3 DISTRIBUTED THROUGH POLYGRAM

/tdbftc pointy U )(wGanpair^^9UFtiTi/k^ of ^GUtpantb-
or paint tfie name. of uwr fa/eu/ite tock ¿fob an your ¿wit-painta pidun eta, paten 
pretty udi anMna. % lib made. o# (abic yea can pM it petirijanMy uA 
Dylan Oder-fun. Jib ¿tyte um . 1b permanent. And your fahtiLb uM

See the Color-fun range at your chemist and other selected outlets, Mi
And brighten up your summer! Distributed by T. A. Macalister Ltd, Auckland.36A FORT ST. Ph. 32-202
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	CHEECH &CH0NG »»»»»»»»»

	Frampton at

	Springs

	ROADTORUINSOON

	I

	OSO I

	EXCHANGE I

	436 Queens St. Phone 797-899

	BUY SWAP SELL LPs AND CASSETTES TOP CASH PRICES OFFERED

	DUNEDIN

	CHRISTCHURCH

	COLOURS AVAILABLE p *

	SIZES

	Trade enquiries welcome. Clubs, groups etc. have your own design printed on T-Shirts (minimum quantity 20). Write for details.

	BLAINPRINT. P.O. Box 2507, Christchurch. 220 Hills Road.

	* 1000s of original rock’n’roll and pop 45s from the 50s and 60s.

	*100s of original LPs from the rock’n’roll era and rare and interesting LPs from the 60s.

	Elvis— Cliff— Beatles— Stones— Johnny & the Hurricanes— Everlys— Pretty Things—Yardbirds— Jerry Lee Lewis— Bill Haley—Them etc.

	No serious record collector of pop music can afford to give us a miss!




	Recording Studio Umi

	8 TRACK RECORDING AT $15 AN HOUR !

	44 ffliromar Ave, PO Boh I5I38, Miramar, Wellington. Ph Derek or Suzi 882 222 (studio) or 879 529 (residence)

	BARRY MANILOW GREATEST HITS- BARRY MANILOW A2L8601

	These are the memories

	That made me a wealthy soul

	As the sweat pours out your body

	Like the music that you play

	He's always willing to be second best

	With music, ladies and burned out babies

	I was tryin' to write a couple of lines

	Deal me up another future

	From some brand new deck of cards.

	No one standing over-head

	A&M



	Is This the Future?

	Virgin Records


	Streets Are Safe

	Sailor’s Second Record

	CBS

	Key



	ON SIRE THRU WEA

	George Thorogood and The Destroyers

	Stockade


	Steel Pulse

	Handsworth Revolution

	Island


	Dire Straits Dire Straits

	Vertigo


	Dion

	Return of the Wanderer

	Lifesong


	TWO MAJOR NEW ALBUMS 5^

	MINUTE BY MINUTE

	DAVID BOWIE STAGE $1>^9 $9.98

	BILLY JOEL 52ND STREET

	IF IN AUCKLAND,

	AND SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF IMPORTS.

	Santana

	Inner Secrets

	Peter Tosh

	Bush Doctor

	Rolling Stones Records


	Rod Stewart

	Blondes Have More Fun

	Warner Bros



	COOK ST. MARKET

	Kate Bush

	Lion heart

	EMI


	Chicago

	Hot Streets

	CBS


	Lou Reed — ‘Velvet Underground’ Patti Smith Group — 'Set Free'

	NOW AVAILABLE IN NEW ZEALAND



	MICROPHONES

	Used exclusively by N.Z.'s top rock group — Citizen Band.

	“Extraordinarily good in a live situation . . . very rugged, with an excellent guarantee." Mike Chunn, Citizen Band.

	PO Box 47-124 Ph 760-607 Auckland



	We’ve got the answer !

	BUY $7.99 XMAS LP GIFT VOUCHER FOR $6.75 (SAVE 15Z)


	SPECIAL BLONDIE OFFER

	The Record Warehouse burham St. F^h 793-819

	CBS

	Ode Records

	Phonogram

	Bursting Out

	Chrysalis


	RIP IT UP No. 18 December 1978

	This product has been tested by the D.S.I.R. — It is effective and entirely harmless to records.

	The Gluepot


	LIVE MUSIC

	Live Music — Thurs, Fri, Sat & Sun Evenings. Closing from Dec 23-Feb 1.

	We pay up to $4 for records or cassettes.

	Ail Ibanez Guitars are going up 25%







